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PROBLEMS AND TASKS

After Müllenhoff’s fruitful activity\(^1\) it was Miller’s investigations\(^2\) that produced a great advance in the research on the language of the Iranian tribes in South Russia. The ancient inscriptions of the Pontic region were collected and edited by Latyshev,\(^3\) so that the fairly large number of names appearing in the inscriptions has become easily accessible to linguists. Miller had made a thorough study of Ossetian, a language still spoken in the Caucasus, and on the basis of his expert knowledge of that tongue, he began to investigate the material of names appearing in the ancient inscriptions of South Russia. His work was crowned with success: with the help of Ossetian, he managed to find out the meaning of a considerable portion of the non-Greek names in the inscriptions. The phonemic form of the names thus interpreted by Miller shows, in many cases, a phonemic development parallel with that of Ossetian. These correspondences may be summed up as follows:

1. The initial \(p\)-phoneme of the Old Iranian languages has a corresponding \(j\) both in the names figuring in the inscriptions and in Ossetian: e.g. \(\Phi\mathfrak{d}a\zeta = \text{Ossetian } \textit{fidă} \text{ 'Vater'} \sim \text{Avestan } \textit{pītā}; \ \Phi\mathfrak{o}\mathfrak{r\tau}a\zeta = \text{Ossetian } \textit{furt} \text{ 'Sohn'} \sim \text{Avestan } \textit{pu\breve{d}ra}, \text{ etc.}\)

2. The Old Iranian initial \(fri\)-group of phonemes developed into \(li\): \(\Lambda\varepsilon\mathfrak{i}a\nu\nuɔ = \text{Ossetian } \textit{limān} \text{ 'Freund'} \sim \text{Avestan } *\textit{friyamanah}-.\)

3. Old Iranian initial \(v\)-has disappeared before \(i\): \(\text{\varepsilon\nu\varepsilon\z\varepsilon\tau\varepsilon\tau\varepsilon = \text{Old Ossetian } *\textit{insadz-ag}, \text{ cp. Western Ossetian } \textit{insāi}, \text{ Eastern Ossetian } \textit{ssāj} \text{ 'zwanzig'} \sim \text{Avestan } \textit{visaiti}.\)

4. Old Iranian initial \(h\)-has disappeared before \(a\): \(\text{A\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon \textit{ (in the following word: } A\text{ρ\d\d\d\d\d\d\d < } *\text{A\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon = Ossetian } \textit{avd } '\text{sie\'en'} \sim \text{Avestan } \textit{hapta}-.\)

---

\(^1\) Deutsche Altertumskunde, III. 101—125.
\(^2\) His chief works: Osetjinskie etsdyi, I—III. Moscow 1881—7; Digorisjija skazanja, Moscow 1902; Die Sprache der Osseten, Strassburg 1903; Ossetica, Moscow 1904; the Ossetian dictionary published posthumously by Freimann: Osetjinsko-russkoi nemetskij slovarj, I—III. Leningrad 1927—34.
\(^3\) Inscriptiones antiquae orae septentrionalis Ponti Euxini graecae et latinae, I, II, IV, 1885—1901.
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PROBLEMS AND TASKS

After Müllenhoff’s fruitful activity it was Miller’s investigations that produced a great advance in the research on the language of the Iranian tribes in South Russia. The ancient inscriptions of the Pontic region were collected and edited by Latyshev, so that the fairly large number of names appearing in the inscriptions has become easily accessible to linguists. Miller had made a thorough study of Ossetian, a language still spoken in the Caucasus, and on the basis of his expert knowledge of that tongue, he began to investigate the material of names appearing in the ancient inscriptions of South Russia. His work was crowned with success: with the help of Ossetian, he managed to find out the meaning of a considerable portion of the non-Greek names in the inscriptions. The phonemic form of the names thus interpreted by Miller shows, in many cases, a phonemic development parallel with that of Ossetian. These correspondences may be summed up as follows:

1. The initial *p*-phoneme of the Old Iranian languages has a corresponding / both in the names figuring in the inscriptions and in Ossetian; e. g. *Phīdā* = Ossetian *jidā* ‘Vater’ ~ Avestan *pītā*; *Φουρτα* = Ossetian *fur’t ‘Sohn’ ~ Avestan *pūdra*, etc.

2. The Old Iranian initial *fri-* group of phonemes developed into *li*:- *Λείμανος* = Ossetian *limān* ‘Freund’ ~ Avestan *friyamanah*.

3. Old Iranian initial *v*- has disappeared before *i*; *Ινσάζαρος* = Old Ossetian *insadz-ag*, cp. Western Ossetian *insāi*, Eastern Ossetian *ssāj* ‘zwanzig’ ~ Avestan *visaiti*.

4. Old Iranian initial *h*- has disappeared before *a*; *Αβδ-* (in the following word: *Αρπάβδα* < *Αβδ-άρδα*) = Ossetian *and ‘sienen’ ~ Avestan *hapta*.

---

1 *Deutsche Altertumskunde*, III. 101—125.

2 His chief works: Осетинские этюды, I—III. Москва 1881—7; Дигорская сказания, Москва 1902; *Die Sprache der Osseten*, Strassburg 1903; *Ossetica*, Москва 1904; the Ossetian dictionary published posthumously by Freimann: Осетинско-русский-немецкий словарь, I—III. Ленинград 1927—34.

5. Instead of Old Iranian $r$ we find $l$ before $i$: see above $\lambda\epsilon\mu\alpha\nu\varsigma$ and also $\Phi\alpha\lambda\delta\alpha\varphi\alpha\nu\varsigma$, in which $\Phi\alpha\nu$ = Ossetian $\ddot{f}a\ddot{l}$~Avestan $\textit{pari}$.

6. The Old Iranian initial $\textit{ary}$- group of phonemes developed into $\textit{ir}$-: $\textit{H\rho\alpha\kappa\alpha}\varsigma$ = Ossetian $\textit{ir}$ 'Ossete', $\textit{iron}$ 'ossetisch' ~ Avestan $\textit{airy\eta}$.

7. In the Old Iranian group of phonemes $\dot{t}$ we find the groups $ts$ or $dz$: \textit{\'I\nu\sigma\acute{a}\tau\rho\gamma\varsigma} = Old Ossetian *$\textit{insadz}$ ~ Avestan $\nu\nu\sigma\acute{a}t$.

8. The Old Iranian group of phonemes $\textit{-shr}$ is replaced by $\textit{-rv}$- or $\textit{-rt}$-: $\Phi\omicron\upsilon\rho\tau\gamma\varsigma$ = Ossetian $\textit{furt}$ 'Sohn' ~ Avestan $\nu\ddot{u}\ddot{r}$ra-; $\xi\varphi\theta\rho\omicron\delta\varsigma$ in names like $\textit{K\alpha\nu\acute{a}z\varphi\rho\delta\theta\omicron\varsigma}$ etc. = Ossetian $\ddot{a}\xi\varphi\sigma\ddot{r}$t 'Macht' ~ Avestan $\chi\sigma\delta\nu\ddot{r}$ra-

9. The Old Iranian $\textit{-shr}$- group of phonemes developed into $\textit{-tr}$-: $\Sigma\omicron\rho\chi\alpha\kappa\omicron\varsigma$ = Ossetian $\textit{surt}$ 'rot' ~ Avestan $\textit{sutra}$.

10. The numerous names ending in $\textit{-akos, -aros}$ appearing in the inscriptions, correspond exactly to the present active participles formed in Ossetian with the ending $\textit{-ag}$: e. g. $\Gamma\omega\alpha\kappa\alpha\omicron\varsigma$ = Ossetian $\textit{ig\omicron\sigma\alpha\gamma}$ 'gut hörend, guter Hörer', from the verb $\gamma\omicron\sigma\omicron\nu\textit{un}$ 'hören'; $\Kappa\acute{a}\sigma\alpha\gamma\omicron\varsigma$ = Ossetian $\textit{k\dot{a}s\alpha\gamma}$ 'guter Seher' from the verb $\kappa\dot{a}s\textit{un}$ 'sehen, schauen'. (In this case we come up against an obvious error of Miller's, since the words $\textit{ig\omicron\sigma\alpha\gamma}$ and $\textit{k\dot{a}s\alpha\gamma}$ contain, not the ending $\textit{-ag}$ mentioned above, but the suffix $\textit{-ag}$, $\textit{-ag\ddot{a}}$ which is used to form adjectives expressing permanent qualities from the present stem. The forms of names appearing in the inscriptions may, of course, just as well stand for adjectives formed with the suffix $\textit{-ag}$ as for participles formed with the ending $\textit{-ag}$).

11. The suffix $\textit{-\gamma\nu\omicron\varsigma}$, found in some of the names in the inscriptions, corresponds exactly to the suffix $\textit{-gin}$ which forms adjectives in Ossetian: $\textit{N\acute{a}m\gamma\nu\omicron\varsigma}$ = Ossetian $\textit{n\ddot{u}m\textit{-gin}}$ 'namhaft, berühmt'.

On the basis of these correspondences Miller came to the following conclusions: 1. The Ossetes belong to the Iranian group of the Indo-European family of languages. 2. The ancestor of the Ossetian language was one of those dialects which had developed in the northern part of the territory once inhabited by the Iranians, i. e. on the steppes of Central Asia, lying roughly to the north of the rivers Oxus and Yaxartes. 3. The separation of this dialect from the common Iranian parent language had taken place in prehistoric times, before the cultured nations of Iran — the Medes and Persians — entered the course of their historical existence. 4. The ancestors of the Ossetes belonged to those nomadic Iranian peoples who, for many centuries, were known partly as Sarmatians and partly as Scythians, and who occupied the steppes stretching along the Pontus and the Sea of Azov.

---


5 ОСЕТИНСКИЕ ЭТЮДЫ, III, 100 foll. and also 73.
From this formulation of Miller's it does not appear clearly whether, in his opinion, the dialect, which he regards as the ancestor of the Ossetian language, was the common dialect of the Scythian-Sarmatian tribes, or a separate Ossetian dialect quite apart from the tongue of the Scythian-Sarmatian tribes. From Miller's other remarks, about the position of the Ossetian language, it appears, however, that on the whole he regards the Scythians and Sarmatians as the ancestors of the Ossetes and that, in his view, the language of the Pontic Iranians (Scythians and Sarmatians) must be identified with Old Ossetian, i.e. an earlier stage in the development of the Ossetian language.

After Miller, it was Vasmer who dealt in some detail with the language of the Iranian tribes in South Russia, in a much more cautious manner. This caution is especially noticeable when he discusses the mutual relationship of the available Scythian and Sarmatian names. Vasmer has attempted to separate, on the basis of the available material of names, the language of the Scythians, from that of the Sarmatians. But he has no doubts, either, as to the close connection existing between Sarmatian-Alanic, on the one hand, and the Ossetian language, on the other. His formula admits of a wide range of possibilities.

Vasmer's caution was undoubtedly well-founded since, though it is possible that ethnically the Ossetes are the descendants of an Iranian tribe in South Russia, it is hardly likely that a strikingly large number of Iranian tribes from South Russia, appearing in different places and under different names in the course of history, could be gathered into a single unit. Neither is it likely that their language could be regarded as Old Ossetian, i.e. as an earlier stage of the present Ossetian language. Vasmer's attempt to separate the language of the Scythians from that of the Sarmatians was not very favourably received. The negative attitude to Vasmer's theory found its clearest expression in Lommel's criticism. The latter admits the possibility of linguistic differences between Scythians and Sarmatians but, according to his view, these must have been quite insignificant. Against the differences which, in his opinion, cannot even be demonstrated, Lommel emphasizes those linguistic peculiarities of Scytho-Sarmatian which closely connect this latter group of languages with Ossetian and Sogdian. Such is the use of the -t as the plural suffix in all these languages (Scythian-Sarmatian-Alanic -tai, Ossetian -tä, -tä, Sogdian

6 See e.g. Осетинские этюды. III, 101: ....путь которым следовали предки осетин (сармато-斯基фская племена) ...; Die Sprache der Osseten, 7: „Diese Eigentümlichkeiten der pontischen iranischen Sprache gestatten uns, in der selben eine Vorstufe der Ossetischen zu sehen, welche als ein Nachkomme der ausgestorbenen 'Sarmatischen' gelten kann“. See also ibid. 4, 5.


8 Die Iranier in südrussland. 28 foll.
In Lommel's view this way of forming the plural may date from very early times, and may have spread very long ago over the whole linguistic area of Northern Iran. Thus in Lommel's conception the picture of different Northern Iranian languages or dialects is replaced by a homogeneous Northern Iranian linguistic community or linguistic area.9

The idea of a Northern Iranian linguistic group that forms the background of Lommel's arguments took definite shape only after the important archaeological discoveries in Eastern Turkestan had brought the Sogdian language to light. It was at this time that, following Andreas' hints, Gauthiot formulated his theory, according to which Sogdian, Chorasmian, Alanic, and Ossetian, together with the rest of the related languages, formed a common "Scythian" group of languages.10 Gauthiot's theory found, on the whole, general acceptance. One of the most prominent common features of this "Scythian" group of languages is the formation of the plural with -t, already referred to above11; after Tomaschek12, Marquart13, Lommel, Jacobsohn14 and some other scholars it was Kretschmer who recently tried to prove the existence of this feature, on the basis of a more detailed argumentation from the Scythian language, with the plea that its presence in Yagnoti, Sogdian, and Ossetian argued for its extreme antiquity.15

The basis of all these conjectures and arguments is formed, whether consciously or unconsciously, by the old theory of the family-tree of languages. According to this theory, the Aryan branch, having become independent of the primitive Indo-European linguistic community, was only gradually divided into Indian and Iranian, Iranian in its turn being subdivided later into the Northern (or "Scythian"), Southern, Western, etc. branches. Anyone imbued with the spirit of this theory would naturally attribute the common features in different languages to an ancient unitary linguistic community; the farther he travels back on the road leading from individual languages, to the original linguistic community, the less inclined he becomes to assume the existence of linguistic or dialectal differences in the languages of human communities. This explains why Miller tried to establish the following line of development: Scythian-Sarmatian-Alanic-Ossetian, why Lommel thought it unlikely that there were any tangible dialectal differences within the North

9 See AjsiPh XL (1926), 151 foll.
12 SAW CXVII (1888), 47.
13 Untersuchungen zur Geschichte von Eran, II, Leipzig 1905. 78 foll.
14 KZ LIV (1926). 268.
15 Gblotta XXIV (1936), 42. — The -tn ending in Scythian-Sarmatian tribal names was first compared by Miller with the Ossetian plural sign -tä. Vasmee was the only scholar to reject this explanation (Iranisches aus Sudrussland: Streitberg-Festgabe, Leipzig 1924, 373 foll.) but his arguments were found unconvincing by all scholars, including H. W. Bailey (Asica, reprinted from TrPhS (1945), 25 foll.). Nevertheless, the question requires fresh, more detailed examination.
Iranian or "Scythian" branch, why the plural formation with -t was attributed to such an early date. Seen from the angle of the family-tree theory, the linguistic facts could be best explained by assuming the former existence of a "Scythian" branch speaking a uniform language, and developing, through a slow process of differentiation, into languages like Ossetian and Yagnol'i, still spoken to-day. Starting from the premises of such a theory one naturally could not assume the existence of any noticeable dialectal differences in the various groups of Scythian and Sarmatian, since these languages represented an earlier stage in linguistic development.

The limitations imposed by the family-tree theory upon research may be best observed in Vasmer's case. He already noticed that in the material of names figuring in the inscriptions there are forms bearing witness to different lines of phonemic development. In some instances, when the forms were obviously synchronous and differences could not be explained as being due to temporal succession, he actually thought of these differences concealing some dialectal variety. In most cases, however, he did reach this conclusion, but either disregarded facts testifying to the existence of dialectal differences, or tried to assign such forms to a later date.16

A similar theory also underlies Sköld's researches into the Ossetian loan-words in Hungarian, and the related problem of Ossetian dialects. Sköld tried to prove that the Ossetian loan-words in Hungarian derive, not from an extinct Alanic or Ossetian dialect, but from Eastern Ossetian which is still a living language. In his view the Ossetes and the Alans formed a single people who once used to inhabit a large territory. Nevertheless, he thought it impossible to assume the existence of other Ossetian dialects at an early date, apart from those two which are still spoken. Thus in Sköld's theory, too, we are clearly faced with the idea that we cannot assume a greater linguistic differentiation than that prevailing at the moment.17

Sköld's conception is based on the mechanical and forced application of a theory: it is best shown by his disregarding the fact that even present-day Ossetian has more than two dialects. Already Miller noticed three Ossetian dialects (Western, Eastern, and Southern Ossetian).18 Recently Abaev's investigations have clearly demonstrated that in the Southern Ossetian territory alone there are three separate dialects, easily distinguishable by their phonemic characteristics.19 If Sköld had no doubts with regard to the existence of the eastern and western Ossetian dialects as early as the age of linguistic connections between Ossetes and Hungarians, he naturally could have no

---

16 *Iranisches aus Südrussland*, 370.
18 *Die Sprache der Osseten*, 2.
19 О языке южных осетин. Языки Сев. Кавказа и Дагестана. 87 foll.
reason to doubt the existence of other Ossetian dialects in the same period. So he simply paid no attention to the southern Ossetian dialect or dialects which contradicted his theory.

Thus it is entirely natural that Sköld's conclusions about the Ossetian loan-words in Hungarian, and the relations between Alans and Ossetes in general, have been recently thoroughly revised by Abaev. Abaev refuses to view the problem of Alanic-Ossetian contacts as a problem of racial and anthropological relations, he regards the Alans simply as "forebears", the Ossetes as "descendants", as Miller had done. In his view, the question of Alans and Ossetes is significant only as the "problem of cultural-historical and linguistic contacts between two peoples of the Northern Caucasus, one of them living at the present time, the other in the Middle Ages."^20

Abaev has sought to throw light on the relations between Alans and Ossetes from several directions. He examines, first of all, the place-names in the territory inhabited by the Balkars and the Karachay, and discovers numerous Ossetian elements in them; on the basis of these elements he comes to the conclusion that the territory was once inhabited by people who spoke Ossetian, or, more precisely, the western dialect of that language. He points out, on the other hand, that, according to the testimony of medieval sources, the Balkar and Karachay territories used to be inhabited by Alans, and that as a matter of fact, the Karachay are to this day called alani by the Mingrels. These facts, in Abaev's view, can be explained only by supposing that historical contacts between Alans and Mingrels must have existed during the Middle Ages. The inscription of Zelenchuk, found at a site north of the present Karachay territory, is regarded as being Ossetian by Abaev who, on this point, follows Miller's view. Abaev also discusses in detail linguistic contacts between Hungarians and Ossetes. He has no doubts that there is a stratum in the Hungarian and the Ossetian vocabulary common to both languages, this leads him to the conclusion that at a definite historical period there must have been two contiguous linguistic communities; the descendants of one of these communities are the Hungarians of to-day, the descendants of the other are the present Ossetes. Thus, taking the historical continuity of Alans and Ossetes as his basis, Abaev thinks that the people who enriched Hungarian with Ossetian elements, could only have been the Alans. He tries to illumine the problem of historical contacts between Alans and Ossetes also by examining Alanic persons' names. Abaev points out that the Alanic name Ma-la-rh-sha, known to us from a Chinese record, has an exact equivalent in the present Ossetian name Matärsa, while the name A-da-chi has a corresponding Alanic form Addac in the fifth century. Finally, Abaev discusses in detail the interpretation and significance of the Alanic formulae of salutation preserved

^20 Alanica. ИАН СССР 1935. Отд. общ. наук, 881 foll.
in Tzetzes, from the angle of Alanic-Ossetian relations. He demonstrates that the Alanic words found in Tzetzes show close affinity to present Digorian (Western Ossetian) forms. Nevertheless, in summing up the results of his investigations, Abaev expresses his conviction that „a great many of those peculiarities, which nowadays separate the Iranian (= Eastern Ossetian) dialect from the Digorian, did not exist at that time (in the eighth century), and the (linguistic) facts established by Tzetzes reflect, not some specific „Digorian“ forms, but the „average“ Alanic forms of that age.“  

Abaev’s work has, in many details, greatly contributed to research intended to clarify relations between Alans and Ossetes. But on the whole, Abaev’s point of view is closely related to Miller’s attitude which he had rejected so sharply, in principle. The fact is that Abaev denies the existence of the present dialects in medieval Ossetian, i.e. he regards Alanic as a uniform language, and admits the theory of a direct Alanic-Ossetian historical continuity: these features of his attitude are hardly influenced by the circumstance that he does not regard the Alans simply as the „forebears“ of the Ossetes, nor the Ossetes as the „descendants“ of the Alans. Abaev’s whole view rests fundamentally on the family-tree theory, as did that of Miller: in accordance with this basic conviction Abaev would derive the Ossetian dialects of to-day from a uniform medieval Alanic language. This view reflects, no doubt, the conviction that if we reverse the flow of time, we meet with increasingly uniform states of language. It is enough to give two examples, in order to show to what extent this conception influences Abaev’s work.

In analysing the Alanic word *χας*, he is only anxious to stress that the word stands nearer to the Digorian form *χαρζ* than to the Iranian form *χαρζ*. In Abaev’s opinion, it is usually the Digorian dialect that represents the older phonemic stage; consequently, if the phonemic form of the Alanic word is closer to the Digorian form, this would prove clearly, on the one hand, that there is direct historical connection between Alanic and Ossetian, and, on the other, that the Iranian phonemic form must have been, formerly, the same. Meanwhile, Abaev fails to notice that it is impossible to deduce the present Digorian and Iranian forms from Alanic *χας* (*χας, χας, χας, χας*, etc.), so that this word, instead of lending support to, actually refutes the theory of direct historical connections between Alans and Ossetes. Similarly, in connection with the Alanic word *χυνα* the only thing Abaev notices is the presence of the final -a phoneme which appears also in the Digorian form *αχσινα* (in contrast to Iranian *’χσιν*). In this case both the Digorian and the Iranian forms may be derived, without any special difficulty, from Alanic *χυνα*:

*asszony* (Old Hungarian *achscin*, o: *αχσιν*), borrowed

21 With regard to Abaev’s conclusions see also D. Gerhardt’s detailed review, amounting practically to a translation, in *ZDMG* XCIII (1939), 33 foll.
from Alanic before the tenth century, definitely points to a form, \( a\alpha s\in \). It follows from this that, as early as the tenth century, two forms, \( a\alpha s\in \) and \( \chi s\in a \), must have been in living use, i.e. the present dialectal differences in Ossetian must have already existed then. These examples show clearly that Abaev’s conclusions should be subjected at many points to a thorough revision.\(^{22}\)

In contrast to Miller’s view, according to whom Alanic-Ossetian was in direct historical connection with the language of the Scythians and Sarmatians, Andreas had previously expounded his theory that the Alans were not Sarmatians, but later immigrants into Southern Russia from their Eastern Iranian home in Xwārizm.\(^{23}\) Andreas’ arguments, unfortunately, did not appear in print, so that his conception had no serious response for a long time. Meanwhile Charpentier, too, started advocating the theory of the Eastern descent of Alans and Ossetes, deriving his arguments from historical sources. He conjectured that the original tribal name of the Alans was \( as-\) or \( os-\), so that the Alans may be regarded as being identical with the \( \text{“A}s\in\in\) who, according to Strabo, had conquered Bactria, with the \( \text{Asi}n\) of Trogus Pompeius, and the \( \text{Wu-sun}\) of Chinese sources.\(^ {24}\) Charpentier’s conclusions would have had, of course, far-reaching linguistic consequences if only they could have been verified. But the necessary linguistic material was missing at the time. The eastern linguistic contacts of Alanic-Ossetian could be tackled, with any hope of success, only after Chorasmian texts had come to light in considerable quantities, i.e. when it became possible to form some idea of the language of Xwārizm, the territory from which Andreas had long ago sought to derive the Alans and Ossetes.

It was Zeki Validi who first succeeded in discovering Chorasmian texts in any quantity, and who found a passage in Biruni (in the Introduction to the \( \text{tahd}l\text{d nihāyāt al-amākīn} \)) which seems to be of decisive importance in forming a judgment about the language of the Alans. According to Validi, the passage in Biruni informs us that the \( \text{“Alans or } A\in s \text{” had formerly lived, together with the Pechenegs, around the lower reaches of the Amu-darya (the Uzboy), and later, after the river had changed its course, they migrated

\(^{22}\) Abaev proves to be an adherent of the family-tree theory even in his latest book: Осетинский язык и фольклор. Т. I. Изд. АН СССР. М.—Л. 1949, which has so far been inaccessible to me. Cp. in any case ИАН СССР ВIII (1949). 507: „В этой книге Б. И. Абаев, полностью отступая от установок своего учителя, излагает историю осетинского языка и трактует скфскую проблему с откровенно „праздновых“ позиций“.


\(^{24}\) ZDMG LXXI (1917), 357 foll. Of the nations identified by Charpentier we have to exclude, in any case, the Wu-sun, for historical and geographical reasons; see G. Haloun, ZDMG XCI (1937), 252.
to the coast of the Sea of the Khazars"; Biruni also tells us that "the language of these Alans is a compound of Chorasmian and Pecheneg-Turkish." Validi takes this to mean that the Chorasmians spoke an Iranian language related to Ossetian; he thinks it likely, at the same time, that the language of these Alans, who had migrated to the land of the Khazars, must have differed in some measure from the language of the Caucasian Ossetes.  

It was Henning who first subjected to linguistic scrutiny the Chorasmian texts discovered by Validi; he came to the conclusion that, although the Chorasmian language shares many important characteristics with Ossetian, nevertheless, on the whole it is nearer to Sogdian, while it also has a number of characteristic features found neither in Sogdian nor in Ossetian. The features shared with Ossetian consist, according to Henning, chiefly of the phonetic changes $s > s$ and $c > c$, though the change from $s > s$ was not entirely completed in Chorasmian. 

Thus the scrutiny of Chorasmian texts has for the time being failed to supply linguistic facts that might be regarded as a decisive proof of the theory affirming the Chorasmian origin of the Alans. This circumstance obviously influenced Validi's mind when he came to the conclusion that the language of the Alans, who had migrated to the land of the Khazars, must have been somewhat different from that of the Caucasian Ossetes. This is, naturally, equivalent to admitting that the Chorasmian origin of the Alans-Ossetes (a conjecture based on considerations of history) cannot be proved as a linguistic proposition.

These negative linguistic conclusions, which contradict the evidence of historical sources, were, naturally, far from reassuring to those advocating the eastern origin of the Ossetes; hence several new attempts were made recently to try and prove the close contact of Ossetian with the languages of North-Eastern Iran or its eastern origin. Among these attempts let us first consider Freiman's works. He discovered a considerable quantity of fresh Chorasmian linguistic material, and in elaborating it touched several times on the question of the relation between Ossetian and Chorasmian. Freiman's investigations have established that correspondences between Ossetian and Chorasmian are not restricted to the phonetic changes $s > s$ and $c > c$, pointed out by Henning, but extend to a number of phenomena of different kinds. Thus Freiman has shown that the phonetic change $-ti > -ci$ is found both in Ossetian and in Chorasmian: see e. g. Chorasmian $akic$ 'three' ~ Ossetian $kändic$ 'three'; in some cases the Old Iranian $-/hr-$ group of phonemes has similar corresponding forms in both languages, e. g. Chorasmian $arcivak$ 'third' ~ Ossetian $ärtä$ 'three'; Old Iranian initial $h$-

25 See ZDMG XC (1936), *26* foll. and also Ibn Fadlun's Reisebericht, Leipzig 1939, 14, 125 foll., 137.
26 ZDMG XC (1936), *30* foll.
has disappeared in many cases both from Ossetian and Chorasmian, e. g. Chorasmian ḫḏāc 'seventy' ~ Ossetian ḥvđi 'seventy' ~ Old Iranian ḥaptāh; the plural suffix -tā characteristic of Ossetian is found also in Chorasmian, e. g. niyōdisč 'sahmateli', nikanc 'bolji', svarc 'yity'.27 Freiman attributes very great importance to these correspondences when pronouncing judgment on the origin and place of the Ossetian language. He states emphatically that „the transference to the West of our knowledge concerning the linguistic Middle Ages of Eastern Iran (this is Freiman's description of the discovery and elaboration of the Chorasmian linguistic material) has made it possible to lay a firm foundation for those linguistic bridges which connect more closely the Chorasmian language with the language of the Alan-As, i. e. with the language of the Ossetes, those emigrants who had their homes in Xwārizm“.28 In one instance Freiman makes the attempt to trace back the connections of the Ossetian and Chorasmian or Saka languages, as far as the fifth century B. C.; he tries to explain the name Skunxa, the Saka chieftain defeated by Darius, from the Ossetian verb sk'ūānxun ‘otničatśь’.29

Tolstov has called attention to another interesting proof of the Chorasmian origin of the Alans-Ossetes. He pointed out that one of the Turkmen tribes of South-Eastern Turkmenia bears the name Alan, a name which denotes also one of the subsidiary tribes of the Salyrs. According to Tolstov, the Alan Turkmen tribe differs in a number of ethnographic peculiarities from the surrounding Salyrs: one may observe among them, for instance, a strong tendency toward tribal endogamy and marriage within the clan; they wear white clothing, etc. It is especially noteworthy that a tradition has been preserved among them, according to which they migrated to their present habitation from the Mangyšlak Peninsula where, they say, there used to be „a large fortress known by the name of Alan“. The interesting point is that there exist, in fact, ruins of a fortress known as Alan-kala („Alan fortress“) on the north-western borders of Xwārizm, between the Sea of Aral and the Mangyšlak Peninsula. So there can be no doubt that the tradition of the Alan Turkmen tribe has a historical value, and that we may regard this tribe as Turkicized descendants of the Alans who used to live on the territory of Xwārizm and on the plateau of Ust-Urt.30

It was Tolstov, again, who pointed out that the name of one of the Chorasmian rulers appearing on his coins as wrdwny, while in Biruni it figures

28 See ИАН СССР Отд. лит. и языка, VII (1948), 238 foll.
29 Ibid., 239.
30 See C. P. Tolstov, ВДИ 1948, I, 197. Similar data with regard to the Alans near the Sea of Aral, as e. g. Firdusi's Dīz-i Alānān and the place-name Qızil-Alan in the Turkmen steppes, have been earlier pointed out by Marquart, Über das Volkstum der Komanen: AGGW XIII, Berlin 1914, 106 foll. and by Minorsky, Ḥudūd al-ʿAlam, London 1937, 481.
in the form 'rδμwχ, bears a close resemblance to the name of Uruzmäd, a well-known hero in the Nart-sagas of the Ossetes. This correspondence — if it can be linguistically verified — supplies another interesting datum for the historical contacts between Alans-Ossetes and Chorasmians. We may establish, at all events, that the passage in Biruni and the reading of the Chorasmian coins give two different forms of the name: 1. warδumag and 2. arδamux. But the same duality appears also in Ossetian as, beside Uruzmag, there also occur the forms Wärämäg, Orämäg, and Warämäg. On the basis of these and the Abadzech form Urzames we may suppose the existence of an earlier form *Warz'mag ~ *Warzumag which is quite close to the Warδumaga form of the Chorasmian ruler's name.

There is no doubt that Freiman's observations and Tolstov's data have brought forward a lot of important new material to the question of Alanic-Ossetian history and language. But we must not ignore the fact that, while Freiman's researches have considerably increased the number of linguistic correspondences between Ossetian and Chorasmian, they have also revealed more fully that Chorasmian stands much closer to Sogdian than to Alanic-Ossetian. For this reason we need not be surprised that some scholars, e. g. Altheim, continue to regard the passage in Biruni about the language of the Alans and Chorasmians just as problematical as before. According to Altheim, Biruni could certainly not mean that the Chorasmian and Ossetian languages were especially close to each other with regard to their origin: the meaning of the passage is that the Alans or As took over certain linguistic peculiarities from the Chorasmians, in whose neighbourhood they once lived, and that the same applies also to the Pechenegs. For the rest, Altheim accepts the identity of the present Ossetians with the medieval As and the ancient 'Asoi the conquerors of Bactria, i. e. he accepts the thesis of the eastern origin of the Ossetes. His attempt, however, to interpret the passage in Biruni in the light of late historical contacts between Chorasmians and Ossetes, instead of assuming an identity of origin or linguistic community between these two peoples, must be, therefore, ascribed to a negative estimate of the linguistic connections between Alanic-Ossetian and Chorasmian.

Parallel with the linguistic research on the relations of Ossetian and Chorasmian there also emerged several historical combinations which tried to solve the origin of the Ossetians and the Alans in the direction indicated by Charpentier. One of these combinations is Vernadsky's. He has renewed the conjecture about the supposed identity of the Wu-sun and the 'Asoi,
as well as the Asiani, the As, and the Ossetes. He has, moreover, introduced new elements into this combination by trying to prove that the names Anti, ’Avtez, and Yen-ts’ai belong to the same group of peoples’ names. But these combinations of Vernadsky’s raise very serious historical and linguistic difficulties.

Maenchen-Helfen also follows in Charpentier’s footsteps with regard to the origin of the Ossetians and the As, but by utilizing the results of recent investigations he is able to set this problem into a much wider framework. Under the influence of Haloun’s arguments, Maenchen-Helfen rejects the identification of the Wu-sun and the Asiani, and proposes a new, wider combination in its stead. He tries to prove that the name Arši used by the Tokharians about themselves is identical with Pliny’s Aṣṭa, Ptolemy’s ’Apoštē as well as with the Aorsi who came to be called A’ans later on. These peoples or peoples’ names, to which he adds the al-(l)ārisīya mentioned in Mas’ūdī, are, in his view, identical with As, the old name of the Ossetes and its different varieties. All these peoples are, at the same time, Tokharians, i. e. the Yüeh-chih of the Chinese, since Arši is the name used by the Tokharians for themselves. In Maenchen-Helfen’s opinion the name Tokhar, itself, is found among the Ossetes in the trital name Digor. Maenchen-Helfen, himself, must have felt that these identifications of peoples and peoples’ names raise a host of historical difficulties. For this reason he tried to render them more probable by assuming the presence of a number of historical layers. According to his account, the trital name of the Yüeh-chih was Togar, while their ruling group bore the name of Kusha (transcribed as Yüeh-chih by the Chinese). This people came under the rule the Sacae who called themselves Arši (= Aorsi, Arsi, ’Aṣā, Asiani, As, etc.). The people, formed as the result of this Togar-Arši stratification, was later divided into several groups. One group migrated towards the West, and became the ancestors of the As-Digūr among the present Ossetes. Maenchen-Helfen distinguishes, moreover, the Alans from the As. The upshot of these identifications is that, while the Tokharian problem becomes over-simplified, the formation of the Ossetes turns out to be the result of a very complex ethnical stratification.

There is no doubt that, even with the assumption of these historical strata, Maenchen-Helfen’s conclusions contain many elements that are hypothetical or entirely unsupported. His attempt, however, to explain the formation of the present Ossetian people as the result of repeated ethnical stratifi-

35 G. Vernadsky, Ancient Russia, New Haven 1946, 82 foll., Byzantion XVI (1942–44), 81 foll.
36 See my remarks in RHC N. S. V (1947), 230 foll.
37 JAOS LXV (1945), 71 foll. Maenchen-Helfen himself refers to Charpentier but he exaggerates in connecting the identification of Arši-Asiani with Charpentier (79), since the word Arši was introduced into the Tokharian controversy only by Sieg SBAW 1918, 560 foll.
cations, in contrast to former conjectures based on the family-tree theory, deserves close attention, in any case.

H. W. Bailey’s recent investigations in the study of the origin of Ossetian vocabulary have a very important bearing on the contact of Ossetian with the Eastern Iranian languages as well as on the eastern origin of the Ossetes. Since the studies of Hübschmann (Etymologie und Lautlehre der ossetischen Sprache) and Miller, Bailey’s works may be regarded as the most important step forward in the study of the origin of the Ossetian vocabulary. Bailey does not connect the Wu-sum with the Asiani; he even dismisses the name Arsi which he regards simply as the Tokharian equivalent of the north-western Prakrit form of the Sanskrit word ārya- ‘beggar monk’. Thus he ultimately identifies the old As and the present Ossetes only with the ‘Āsioi. At the same time, he derives the name As, Ossetian Āsi ~ Assi from an earlier form *ārsya-, and connects this with the al-(l)ārisiya found in Mas‘ūdi as well as with the names Ārși and ‘Ārσινς. Thus Bailey regards the Ossetes as the descendants of the ‘Āsioi, an Eastern Iranian tribe which conquered Bactria; he attempts to support this view with the results of his study in the field of the Ossetian vocabulary. He tries to prove the presence in Ossetian of a considerable number of words, the exact equivalent of which can be demonstrated only in Sogdian and Saka. In Bailey’s view, these correspondences indicate that the ancestors of the As were in close contact with the Chorasmians, Sogdians, and the forebears of the Afghans. This symbiosis is put by Bailey to the third century B.C. since the Iranian names in the Greek inscriptions of South Russia, and the earliest linguistic remains of the Sogdians, (both types going back to the second century A.D.) reveal, in Bailey’s opinion, clearly defined linguistic individuality, so that the state of symbiosis must have existed several centuries before.38 This train of thought shows also that, during the period of symbiosis of the As, Sogdians, Chorasmians, etc., Bailey assumes the linguistic community of their respective languages, otherwise he might just as well have assumed the existence of a state of symbiosis at a later period when these tongues developed into fully-fledged separate languages. Thus, it would seem that, ultimately, Bailey sees the relation of these languages to one another from the angle of the family-tree theory.

Bailey’s works have considerably enriched our knowledge concerning the Eastern Iranian contacts of the Ossetian language, in general, and the Ossetian vocabulary, in particular. But while stressing this, we cannot fail to remark that his conclusions cannot, in all respects, be regarded as final, either from the historical or the linguistic point of view. First of all, there is no need whatever to assume linguistic unity, for a period, when peoples speaking different languages are living together. We have seen above that

the As and the Chorasmians were living together as late as the tenth century A.D. — yet there is no question of a linguistic unity between Ossetian and Chorasmian. So there is no inevitability, either, in Bailey's deduction, according to which Ossetian must have been living together or at least have been in contact with the other languages of Eastern Iran about the third century B.C. From the methodological angle, too, Bailey's procedure of trying to determine the relation of Ossetian to the Eastern Iranian languages, on the basis of vocabulary, is open to objection, especially if we have to count in Ossetian with a complex Eastern Iranian stratification. Thus it is clear that the problems raised and discussed by Bailey are still waiting to be examined from a number of different angles.

After this survey of recent research on the position of the Ossetian language, we see clearly those major groups of problems which it is necessary to solve if we wish to attain a certain degree of certitude with regard to the Eastern Iranian connections of Ossetian, or the problem of the North Iranian group of languages as a whole. These groups of problems may be summed up as follows:

1. The relation of Ossetian to the ancient Iranian languages of South Russia. The clarification of this problem is indispensable if we want to see clearly the relation of Ossetes, Alans, Sarmatians, and Scythians.

2. Within the above group of problems the question of plural formation with -ta requires a separate examination since it has always been a pivotal question in research and the available material is considerable. In the eyes of the majority of scholars this method of forming the plural is one of the decisive proofs for the close connection of Scythian-Sarmatian-Alanic-Ossetian on the one hand, and of the Eastern Iranian languages, on the other. The question, however, is whether this plural suffix really existed in Scythian, and whether one is justified in regarding this morphological peculiarity of the language as a dialectological criterion.

3. It is absolutely necessary to clarify the mutual relations of Alanic and Ossetian. This work requires, of course, a thorough re-examination and re-valuation of the linguistic remains of the Alans.

4. The solution of the same problem also requires the re-examination and re-valuation of the Alanic loanwords in Hungarian. As we have seen above, Abaev ascribed a very important role to these loan-words in clearing up the relation of Alanic and Ossetian. Their testimony was regarded as decisive by Sköld, too, in the question of Ossetian dialects.

5. The relation of Ossetian to the Eastern Iranian languages. The discovery of the Chorasmian texts, the results of historical research, as well as the works of Henning, Freiman, and Bailey on the subject, have made the clarification of this problem one of the most pressing tasks of Ossetian linguists.
6. The stratification of the Iranian elements in the Ossetian vocabulary. This question was raised by the possibility that the Ossetian people were formed by various Iranian tribes being superimposed, one upon the other. The existence of such a possibility was clearly demonstrated by Maenchen-Helfen's results, even if the latter require substantial corrections in many respects. Moreover, if we have to count with different ethnical strata in the case of the Ossetian people, this must find a reflection in their vocabulary, too. Thus, this question is one of the most exciting tasks of future research.

Of these groups of problems, we are going to discuss in this essay the relations of the ancient Iranian languages of Southern Russia to one another, and to Ossetian.
II

PROTO-IRANIAN AND OSSETIAN

If we wish to clarify the problems connected with the language of the Sarmatian tribes of Southern Russia and its relation to Ossetian, we have to bear in mind, first of all, two considerations. We have seen above that, in judging this question, the great majority of scholars, e.g. Miller, Vasmer, Lommel, Kretschmer, Sköld, and Abaev, started from the theory of the family-tree of languages. This manifested itself chiefly in the fact that, the earlier the stage of language they examined, the less inclined they became (often flying in the face of practically palpable linguistic facts) to assume even a slight degree of linguistic differentiation. The result was that they regarded the language of the Scythians and Sarmatians as uniform, and considered even the present Ossetian dialectal differentiation to be an entirely new development. Since the family-tree theory has thus exercised a decisive influence on research concerned with Ossetian and the language of the Iranian tribes of South Russia we have to raise the question whether it is right to accept this theory as a basis of our investigations. In order to answer it, we will examine the application of the family-tree theory in some examples taken from linguistic history.

One of the chief aims of comparative linguistics, based on the family-tree theory, was to try and reconstruct the homogeneous linguistic status or parent language from which later dialects and languages were to develop. Says Edgar Sturtevant in „An introduction to linguistic science“ 154: „Comparative grammar reconstructs certain features of the language spoken by the original, unseparated community, on the basis of corresponding features of the descendent languages.“ In order to attain this objective, scholars used to compare the different languages belonging to the same group or family of languages, noting their identical features and regarding these as characteristic of the ancient, homogeneous linguistic status. Thus in reconstructing the Proto-Iranian linguistic condition which, in its turn, was preceded by
the Aryan linguistic condition, Bartholomae utilized those correspondences existing between Old Persian and the language of the Avesta as well as those existing between the language of the Avesta and some modern Iranian language, chiefly Modern Persian. But the adequacy of this method is very questionable. Following a critical hint by J. Schmidt, Kretschmer has pointed out long ago that certain linguistic phenomena, though present in all separate languages, must not, in every case, be regarded as characteristic of the fundamental language, while conversely, it is sometimes only one language that preserves ancient linguistic traits. But it is not only the linguistics methods of the family-tree theory that have aroused grave doubts; its historical assumptions, too, have proved untenable. There is no doubt that one cannot assume the existence of populous societies possessing a unitary organization and speaking a homogeneous language in the early periods of history — though this assumption is implicit in the family-tree theory. There is an increasing body of evidence, derived especially from archeological research, which shows that the idea of homogeneous linguistic communities, and of corresponding homogeneous peoples, has to be dropped entirely. But even if we refrain from discussing the whole problem of the

60 Einleitung in die Geschichte der griechischen Sprache, Göttingen 1895, 7 foll. Recent criticism of the family-tree theory is contained in Щор —Чюмаданов, Введение в языковедение, Москва 1945, 185 foll., Десницкая ИАН СССР ОЛЯ. VII (1948), 241 foll., and in Bonfante: Language XXI (1947), 350 where he expounds the neolinguist position with regard to the family-tree theory. Recent pronouncements in favour of the family-tree theory are by Sturtevant: Language XXIII (1947), 376 foll. and Lane: Language XXV (1949), 333 foll.
62 See Paret, WAG VIII (1942), 53 foll., Kühn, IPEK XV (1941—42), 256 foll. Especially characteristic is Pittioni’s statement in Erasmus II (1949), 296: „Die archäologische Forschung der letzten Jahre hat uns eben zum Umlernen gezwungen. Noch vor kurzer Zeit der Meinung verfallen, dass die einzelnen indogermanischen Völker wie Zweige gleichzeitig aus dem Stamme sprühen, wobei die Wurzeln dieses Stammes im norddeutsch-skandinavischen Raum gelegen sein sollen, lernen wir nun immer deutlicher, dass nicht die Filiation uns das Werden der indogermanischen Einzelvölker erschliesst, sondern nur die Agglutination oder die Substrattheorie, also die Tatsache, dass von den wichtigen oberpaläolitischen Kulturen aufwärts Schicht auf Schicht gelegt wird, wobei diese über weite Strecken hin gemeinsamen Schichten Verwandtschaften und Beziehungen erzeugen, die in ihrer Abfolge Gleichzeitiges und Aufeinanderfolgendes verbinden und damit ein mehr als kompliziertes Bild einer Kultur- und Völkerentfaltung erweisen“. — Recently, even the most devout adherents of the family-tree theory have started admitting that the parent language or fundamental language could not have been homogeneous. See e. g. Sturtevant’s following words: „We must admit the existence of dialectic differences within Proto-Indo-European. At present we cannot do very much about such features; but it is important to recognize their existence“. (An Introduction to Linguistic Science, New Haven 1948, 167.) This means, of course, giving up the idea of the parent language and the attempts at its reconstruction; so Sturtevant hastens to add: „In theory, at least, a period of dialectic differentiation preceded the final separation of the Indo-European languages from the parent stock“. Thus he succeeds in finding a formula combining the idea of a parent language with dialectal differentiation. But the only concrete basis of the whole theory is the actual existence of dialectal differentiation.
family-tree theory, and do not go beyond the reconstruction of the Proto-Iranian linguistic state, the deficiencies of this method are obvious.

We must raise, first of all, the problem of sources. By setting the two Old Iranian languages (Old Persian and the language of the Avesta) against the Middle Iranian and Modern Iranian languages, one may easily create an impression that seems to be in perfect harmony with the family-tree theory. The Modern Iranian languages are, undoubtedly, much more numerous than the Middle Iranian ones, while the latter considerably exceed in number the two Old Iranian languages. This temporal distribution of independent languages and dialects is apt to rouse, at first sight, the idea of a progressive linguistic differentiation in the mind of the spectator. One must not forget, however, that this idea of progressive differentiation is due only to the scantiness of material. We have a certain amount of data about practically all the modern Iranian languages and dialects; of the medieval Iranian languages (in spite of the splendid discoveries of recent decades) there exist data of only a few, while of the Old Iranian languages only two are known to us. We must also bear in mind that there is a qualitative difference between these data. Those dating from the present age derive in part from languages or dialects that are not written down, while the languages known to us from the Middle Ages, or from antiquity, are almost entirely of a literary or written character. If we take these facts into consideration, we have to admit that there is absolutely no evidence to show that linguistic differences, among the tribes and peoples speaking Iranian languages, were considerably less in antiquity than in the Middle Ages, or at the present time. Thus it would be an entirely unwarrantable assumption to regard, for instance, the language of the Old Persian inscriptions as the homogeneous language of the Persians, taken as a body of people. Herodotus enumerates in his work ten Persian tribes (I 125) which lived scattered over a wide area and showed considerable differences in their material culture.\footnote{See Christensen, \textit{Die Iranier}, 236.} Bearing this in mind, one would certainly hesitate to identify the language of the Old Persian inscriptions, let us say, with the language of the nomadic Persian Asagartiya tribe. The same applies also to the Medes. Herodotus enumerates six different Median tribes (I 101): even if one of these names denotes a social stratum rather than a tribe, there can be no doubt as to the tribal divisions of the Medes.\footnote{See Christensen, \textit{Die Iranier}, 233. H. S. Nyberg, in \textit{Die Religionen des alten Iran}, Leipzig 1938, 335, regards the Boudiol, too, as a caste of priests; with regard to the other data, however, he himself bears witness to the authenticity of Herodotus' account.} Thus, there is no ground whatever for assuming the existence of a homogeneous Median language at the time. On the contrary, there are certain features in the investigations conducted hitherto which lend full support to the view that in the case of both Persians and Medes we have to count, at the very
outset of their appearance in history, with a linguistic differentiation that accords with their division into tribes. Already, Geiger hit upon the idea of a dialectal differentiation among the Medes, when asking the question whether the Old Persian word _farnah_- is not borrowed from one of the Median dialects. The investigations of Andreas, Lentz, Tedesco, and Herzfeld have contributed to the development of this suggestion. Following a hint by Andreas, Lentz has pointed out that the Old Persian _farnah_- is certainly an old loan-word from Median; but among the present dialects it is only in Siwandī that we find the correspondence of _f_- to initial _yv_-; while in the northern dialects the usual corresponding group of phonemes is _vχ_-, _vh_. Since, according to the testimony of the Old Persian word, the development _yv_ > _f_- must have taken place in Median as early as the sixth century B.C., while over the larger part of the linguistic area the initial _χv_- has been preserved, there can be no doubt that there already existed a considerable dialectal differentiation in Median at this time. Tedesco's investigations concerning the dialectology of the West Iranian Turfan texts led to the same result. Tedesco has demonstrated that in the north-western Turfan texts some phonemes and groups of phonemes have a double correspondence: thus e.g. intervocalic _d_ (δ) is usually preserved but in some words it has a corresponding _h_-, etc. Since in the south-western Turfan texts it is the phoneme _y_ that corresponds to intervocalic _d_, this double correspondence may be explained only by assuming that the language of the north-western Turfan texts is based, not on one dialect, but on several north-western dialects. This dialectal differentiation must reach back into far antiquity, as is clearly shown by the juxtaposition of two data: the name _Fraöäta_ was transcribed in ancient sources, as early as the second century B.C., in the forms _Phraates_ or _Phrahates_ which reflect already an Iranian form _Frahäta_; at the same time, Ptolemy gives the name of Isfahān in the form 'Ασπῶανα as late as the second century A.D. Thus in the north-western territory dialectal differentiation may be traced back to sixth century B.C., if no further, and the same is true also of the Persian territories. It is again Tedesco's investigations which have demonstrated that the language of the Old Persian inscriptions could not have been the direct antecedent of Middle and Modern Persian dialects: 'Altehtpersisch', i.e. the Old Iranian antecedent of the south-western Turfan texts, must have been a different dialect. These linguistic observations show clearly that there is no ground whatever for supposing the existence of a homogeneous Median or Old Persian language. On the contrary, there are indubitable linguistic facts indicating that, in the case of both Medes and
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Persians, one has to deal with different dialects right at the outset of their historical career; it is extremely likely that this dialectal differentiation was connected with a division into tribes.

In this case, however, the reconstruction of the Proto-Iranian linguistic stage, and even the concept of a Proto-Iranian linguistic state, have to be subjected to a thorough revision. According to Bartholomae's theory, the Aryan Parent Language split up into two essentially homogeneous languages one of which he simply called 'Proto-Iranian'. This 'Proto-Iranian language' was, however, a purely formal linguistic concept, the contents of which were determined by the changes which took place in 'Proto-Iranian' from the time of its separation from the Aryan parent language until its disintegration. On these premises Bartholomae acted quite logically when he utilized, in reconstructing the Proto-Iranian linguistic state, those changes which he found both in Old Persian and in the language of the Avesta, since, according to his theory these common changes must have occurred in Proto-Iranian while changes peculiar to one of them must have taken place in the separate Old Iranian languages. This theory is entirely logical: yet historically — even apart from its unproved and unsubstantiated premises — it is extremely unlikely. As we have pointed out above, only two of the Old Iranian languages supply us with a fair number of linguistic remains; of these, the language of the Avesta has undergone considerable distortion during the process of transmission, so that its value as a source for the history of phonemes is frequently open to doubt; while the language of the Old Persian inscriptions only gives us some insight into the language of a single Persian tribe. It follows that, actually, we have only data about an insignificant proportion of Old Iranian languages or dialects; this circumstance — even if one were ready to accept the premises of the family-tree theory — makes the reconstruction of a 'Proto-Iranian language' an arduous and rather hopeless task. There is no evidence whatever to show that the changes, common to the Old Persian inscriptions and the language of the Avesta, took place also in the numerous other Old Iranian languages and dialects unknown to us; consequently, the changes determining the 'Proto-Iranian language' necessarily elude our grasp. Similarly, there are no indications whatever to show whether some, or even a considerable part, of the changes peculiar to one language alone, do not go back to Proto-Iranian times. To take only one example: one of the most definite features of the reconstructed 'Proto-Iranian language' is the change of initial $su > hu > \chi^2$: see e. g. Old Indian $svar\var^a - \sim$ Avestan $\chi^aarmah^a$. But it is precisely this word which we find already in Old Persian, in the form $jarnah^a$, as an Old Median loan-word. Thus the development of the Aryan initial group of phonemes $su$- was already different in the dialects

50 See Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, I I, 1 foll.
of Median, one of the Old Iranian languages; there is no evidence whatever as to the date when these differences developed. There is no evidence, either, to show that the form *farnak- developed, through an intermediate form *svarnah-, from Aryan *svarnas-: one may easily suppose that in one part of the Median linguistic territory there was a direct phonetic development *su > yv-. This would naturally imply that the phonetic development *su > yv- was not characteristic of the whole Proto-Iranian language, i.e. that 'Proto-Iranian' was not a homogeneous language, but was divided into different languages or dialects. This idea leads to the obliteration of boundaries between Proto-Iranian and Old Iranian; hence the question arises whether one had not better drop, or entirely reinterpret, the concepts of a 'Proto-Iranian language', or a Proto-Iranian linguistic state.

There is no doubt that, from the angle of the family-tree theory, the chief distinctive mark of the 'Proto-Iranian language' was precisely its homogeneity, the uniformity of the changes separating it from Aryan; owing to the emergence of features peculiar to some languages only, this uniformity gave place to the diversity of the Old Iranian languages. If the existence of such a homogeneous state of the language is not capable of demonstration, there is, in fact, no need to adhere to the concept of a 'Proto-Iranian language'. We have to point out, too, the essential difference that exists between the concept of 'Proto-Iranian', on the one hand, and the designations of 'Old Iranian', 'Middle Iranian', and 'Modern Iranian', on the other. 'Proto-Iranian', together with 'Aryan' and 'Indo-European', is a purely formal linguistic concept denoting a homogeneous unit. 'Old Iranian', 'Middle Iranian', and 'Modern Iranian' are, on the other hand, historical concepts which do not admit of a clear linguistic definition. It has never yet occurred to anybody to reconstruct a homogeneous Old Iranian or Middle Iranian language which would possess common distinctive marks; these expressions are used to denote the Iranian languages known to us from different periods of history. Hence, even within one and the same Iranian language, these expressions do not usually denote stages of development admitting of clear linguistic delimitation. It follows that there is no road leading from the historical concept of the 'Old Iranian languages' to the formal linguistic concept of the 'Proto-Iranian language'. We have seen above, moreover, that the concept of a 'Proto-Iranian language', or Proto-Iranian linguistic state, is linguistically untenable; hence we must reinterpret it from a historical angle, or drop it entirely.

The data supplied by Herodotus about the Persian and Median tribes date from the fifth century B.C. There is no doubt, however, that the formation of both the Median and the Persian tribes must be assigned to a considerably earlier period. Hence it is obvious, too, that the linguistic differences, observable among the Median and Persian tribes in the sixth and fifth centuries, may be traced back into earlier times. An examination of the Iranian names
found in the cuneiform sources leads us to the conclusion that a considerable part of the linguistic differences observable in the sixth century may be traced back to the ninth. As early as 712 we come across a prince called *Auarparna; from the beginning of the seventh century we know the names of princes *Sitirparna and *Eparna: in these names the element -parna is a transcription of the word *farnak- which we have discussed above.\textsuperscript{51} Hence the double correspondence of *v~i~ to Aryan *sy~ goes back to the eighth century. During the reign of Salmanassar there is mention in 854 of a prince called *Kundašpi, about 740 of a prince bearing the name of *Kuštašpi. The corresponding forms of these two names in other parts of the Old Iranian linguistic territory would be *Vindāspa- and *Vištāspa-; hence the phonetic change of initial *vi~gu~~ku~ may be traced back, in this case, to the ninth century.\textsuperscript{52} All this combines to show that the differences in the Old Iranian languages or dialects reach back, in fact, into the Proto-Iranian period, i.e. into the age preceding the historical appearance of the Iranian tribes.\textsuperscript{53}

If we wish to continue employing the concept of ‘Proto-Iranian’ as a historical designation in linguistics, it is most apposite to our purpose to mean by it the linguistic facts, languages, dialects, and linguistic condition of the period preceding the historical emergence of the Medes and Persians and the foundation of a state by them. The only question is whether the time limit of this historical period may be clearly defined, and whether it may be organically connected with the period of the ‘Aryan language’, a concept known to us from linguistics. According to the testimony of archaeology\textsuperscript{54} and of historical sources, the migration of the Medes and Persians to the territory of Iran may be assigned to the end of the second millennium, or the beginning of the first millennium B.C.\textsuperscript{55} This is also the conjectural date established by Herzfeld for the occurrence of those changes which separate Iranian (or ‘Proto-Iranian’).

\textsuperscript{51} See e.g. Nyberg, \textit{Die Religionen des alten Iran}, 334; Herzfeld, \textit{AMI VII} (1935), 28 foll. Herzfeld’s contention that the \textit{p} of the Akkad script stands in these names for \textit{v}h is without any foundation. First, the example quoted by him — Iranian *Gundofarr ~ Indian *Gadwahara — illustrates quite a different point (here \textit{f} is transcribed as \textit{vh}, not \textit{v}h as \textit{p}); secondly, the word *farnah- is transcribed even in later cuneiform texts as *parna:- *Frādāfarnah- = \textit{mp-ra- (a-)} du-par-na-’, *Dādafarnah- = \textit{Da-da-par-na-’} (see W. Eilers, \textit{Iranische Beamtennamen in der keilschriftlichen Überlieferung}, I, Leipzig 1940, 97).

\textsuperscript{52} See Kretschmer, \textit{KZ} IV (1928); Nyberg, \textit{Die Religionen des alten Iran}, 333.

\textsuperscript{53} This was clearly realized, with regard to Median, by Herzfeld, \textit{AMI VII} (1935). 23 foll.: ‘In einem so grossen gebiet kann von anfang an nicht nur ein dialekt gespöchen sein: medisch bedeutet eine ganze gruppe. Die assyrischen, babylonischen, elamischen, aramaeischen und griechischen umschreibungen medischer orts- und personennamen lassen davon allherand erkennen ... Die aufgabe ist, was da zu erkennen ist und was die heute noch lebenden dialektreste bewahrt haben, mit den grossen unterteilten Mediens in verbindung zu bringen, in denen sich uralte stammesunterschiede ausprägen’.

\textsuperscript{54} See Ghirshman, \textit{Fouilles de Sialk}, II, Paris 1939; the results are summed up by Altheim: \textit{Saeculum} I (1950), 294 foll.

\textsuperscript{55} See e.g. Herzfeld, \textit{AMI VIII} (1937), 46 foll., \textit{AMI IX} (1938), 164 foll., \textit{Archaeological History of Iran}, London 1935, 9 foll.
in Bartholomae’s terminology) from Aryan.\textsuperscript{56} Herzfeld’s argument is supported, for the time being, by a single linguistic fact.\textsuperscript{57} Additional corroboration may be derived from the Aryan names found among the Hurri.\textsuperscript{58} According to the testimony of these names, on the western borders of later Iran, there lived in the 14th century B.C. certain ethnic elements whose language does not yet show those changes which distinguish the Old Iranian languages from Old Indian. Thus, historically, one may speak of Proto-Iranian languages during the period that extends roughly from the migration of the Iranian tribes into the territory of Iran, to the formation of the Persian state. But this Proto-Iranian period of history cannot be organically connected with the period of the ‘Aryan language’. ‘Proto-Iranian’, precisely like ‘Old Indian’, is a historical-geographical concept, while ‘Aryan’ is a formal linguistic designation. This qualitative difference in the ideas is reflected also in the attempts to determine the Aryan linguistic elements found among the Hurri. There were some scholars who, on the basis of their phonemic characteristics, regarded them as Old Indian.\textsuperscript{59} Others, feeling that ‘Old Indian’ is essentially a historical and geographical concept which can hardly be applied to linguistic remains from the Near East, consider them to be Aryan.\textsuperscript{60} In fact, if one wanted to express the relation of these elements to the later Old Iranian languages from the angle of history, it would be appropriate to call them Pre-Iranian.\textsuperscript{61} At present it would obviously be premature to give a historical revaluation to the concept of the Aryan linguistic state; moreover, an examination of the Pre-Iranian elements in the Hurri language, from the angle of Old Iranian or Proto-Iranian languages, would take us far from our subject. Hence we only wish to state our conviction that the idea and reconstruction of a homogeneous Proto-Iranian language, conceptions born of the spirit of the family-tree theory, must be given up. This naturally does not mean giving up, at the same time, the idea of a Proto-Iranian stage in the history of Iranian phonemes, or the reconstruction, in general, of Old Iranian and Proto-Iranian forms. Nevertheless we have to realize that one may reconstruct, with a greater or lesser degree of probability, the Old Iranian or Proto-Iranian forms of only such words that are in use in certain definite, individual languages:

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{56} A.M.I VIII (1937), 46 foll., \textit{Altpersische Inschriften}, Berlin 1938, 183 foll.
\textsuperscript{57} This is obviously the reason why Herzfeld’s conclusions are regarded as premature by Eilers, \textit{Iranische Beamtennamen in der keilschriftlichen Überlieferung}, 117.
\textsuperscript{58} See e. g. Christensen, \textit{Die Iranier}, 209 foll., Nyberg, \textit{Die Religionen des alten Iran}, 330 foll.
\textsuperscript{60} See e. g. Christensen, \textit{Die Iranier}, 210; Nyberg, \textit{Die Religionen des alten Iran}, 332. — Herzfeld himself felt that he was ‘anticipating’ when applying the names ‘Old Indian’ and ‘Indo-Iranian’ to the Hurri Aryans; see \textit{Archaeological History of Iran} 9.
\textsuperscript{61} The closest approximation to this view is Oldenberg’s conception in \textit{Die Religion des Veda} 3–4, Stuttgart-Berlin 1923, 24 foll.
\end{flushright}
the reconstruction of forms pretending to be of universal validity, equally applicable to all Iranian languages, is a hopeless task; therefore, in the course of this essay, phonemic reconstruction will be employed only in the sense outlined above; conjectural Old Iranian or Proto-Iranian forms will mean only forms that may be supposed to have existed in the Old Iranian or Proto-Iranian stage of a particular language, or, in general, forms that may have existed in any Old Iranian or Proto-Iranian language.

Thus, in investigating the language of the Iranian tribes in South Russia, as well as their relation to Ossetian, one must not be influenced by the presuppositions of the family-tree theory. Actually, we have to point out that these languages lend important support in two respects to the criticism of attempts at reconstructing the 'Proto-Iranian language'. First, there is Bartholomae's suggestion that the initial group of phonemes \( si \)- in Proto-Iranian lost the element \( i \) through an intermediate grade \( s^\# \), and was ultimately reduced to the phoneme \( s \); e. g. Avestan \( sa\tilde{e}n\tilde{a} \sim \) Old Indian \( \tilde{s}yenas \), Avestan \( \tilde{s}\tilde{t}m\tilde{a}h\tilde{e} \) 'des schwarzen' \( \sim \) Old Indian \( \tilde{s}y\tilde{a}m\tilde{a}s \), Ossetian \( 8au \sim \) Old Indian \( \tilde{s}y\tilde{a}v\tilde{a}s \).

Since the formulation of Bartholomae's theory, the Middle Iranian linguistic material at our disposal has been considerably enriched and partly supports Bartholomae's point of view. Thus e. g. in Sogdian we find the form \( 8\tilde{w} \) 'schwarz' which seems to justify the intermediate grade \( s^\# \) conjectured by Bartholomae. Of course, even in this case, the utmost one is ready to admit is that the first part of the supposed process \( si^- \sim s^- \sim s^- \) was accomplished in Proto-Iranian, while the second part was a development in individual languages. But the Iranian names in the inscriptions of South Russia have established it beyond doubt that Bartholomae's suggestion is untenable even in this form. Among these names we find the following forms: \( \Sigma\epsilon\alpha\omega\gamma\rho\alpha\varsigma \) Panticapaeum, \( \Sigma\iota\alpha\omega\nu\varsigma \) Olbia, \( \Sigma\iota\omega\upsilon\dot{a}k\circ \) Tanais.

These names which date from the second century A. D. reflect the forms \( sy\tilde{a}v \), \( sy\tilde{a}v\gamma \), \( sy\tilde{a}v\alpha k \). This makes it clear that the language of some of the Iranian tribes in South Russia retained the initial group of phonemes \( si^- \) until late historical times; actually, even in the late Middle Ages, the word \( sy\tilde{a}v \) was taken over from Ossetian in the form \( 8au \) by the Balkars. Thus, these Iranian linguistic data from South Russia show clearly, together with Avestan \( sy\tilde{a}v\alpha \) and Modern Persian \( si\tilde{y}\tilde{a}h \), that even the first part of the phonemic change \( si^- \sim s^- \sim s^- \) cannot be regarded as going back to Proto-Iranian times.

Another important point in Bartholomae's Proto-Iranian reconstruction was the thesis that Aryan palatal \( \kappa^- \) developed into \( s^- \) before \( i \), and that this group of phonemes \( s\tilde{i}^- \) was simplified to \( s^- \); see e. g. Avestan \( \tilde{s}ava\tilde{t}\tilde{e} \sim \)

---

62 *Grundriss der iranischen Philologie*, I 1, 37.
63 See Vasmer, *Die Iraner in Südrußland*, 51 foll.
64 See also Schaeder, *Iranica*, Berlin 1934, 51.
65 See Miller, *Die Sprache der Osseten*, 4. Cp. also Georgian \( \tilde{s}a\v ce \tilde{t} < Ossetian \*8au \).
Old Indian c, avāti, Avestan šād, Modern Persian šād, etc. The Sogdian data do not contradict this conjecture; see e.g. šav- 'gehen'. In Ossetian, however, there is a very interesting correspondence to the Proto-Iranian conjectural initial group of phonemes ši-: Avestan šavātē ~ Ossetian cāım, Avestan šādī- ~ Ossetian āncad. Thus in Ossetian we find c- instead of Proto-Iranian ši-, or, more precisely, in western and eastern Ossetian we find c-, while in the Javian dialect of Southern Ossetian, we find s- or š. According to Abaev's suggestion, however, it is not the Old Iranian palatal affricate that has been preserved in the phoneme c- of the Javian dialect (actually, such a conjecture was not put forward, as even in Bartholomae's view the Aryan š- had developed, already in Proto-Iranian, into š- if followed by i), but the development of this phoneme is a secondary phenomenon. We will disregard, for the time being, the first part of this suggestion, viz. the question of the phoneme corresponding in Old or Proto-Iranian to present Javanian c-, and will discuss the second part. There are several serious objections to regarding the phoneme c-, in the Javian dialect, as a secondary phenomenon. First of all, Abaev himself points out that, according to Yalguzidze's data, deriving from 1802, the phoneme c- was still extant at that time in the Javian dialect, though to-day it has already been replaced by the palatal spirant š. If were to accept Abaev's theory of the Javian c- being a secondary phenomenon, we would have to regard the palatal spirant š- as its predecessor, a phoneme which is actually found in most Iranian languages. In this case, however, phonemic development would run along the line š- > c- > š- which does not seem probable at all. Moreover, one must not examine the Javian dialect by itself, in complete isolation. According to Yalguzidze's data, around 1800 the phoneme c- was still pronounced in Javian, instead of the c- in the western and northern dialects. There is no doubt, however, that in the latter dialects, too, the phoneme c- had developed from an earlier c-. This is shown by the fact that in the place-names of the territory once inhabited by Ossetes, present Western and Eastern Ossetian c- is represented by c-; see e.g. saufčik = Ossetian sau-afičąg 'Schwarzer Pass'. According to Munkácsi's notes, this latter word has the following phonemic values in the various Ossetian dialects: Eastern Ossetian afičąg, Southern Ossetian əfšäg, əfšäk, Western Ossetian afičąk 'zur Sommerweide geeignete bergige Gegend'. Since, according to the testimony of place-names, the Western and Eastern Ossetian c- goes back to an earlier c-, and since in Southern Ossetian they still pronounced c-,

66 Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, I 1, 7, 38 Reichelt, Avestisches Elementarbuch, Heidelberg 1909, 45.
67 With regard to South Ossetian see Abaev, О языке южных осетин, 89.
68 О языке южных осетин, 97.
69 О языке южных осетин, 89.
70 See Millar, Осетинские э юды. III, 8, Die Sprache der Osseten, 5.
71 KSz XX (1923—1927), 63.
instead of the present ̄s, it is clear that the Javian ̄c cannot be secondary, unless the phoneme ̄c, which had originally existed in the phonemic system of Ossetian, was a secondary development in the rest of the Ossetian dialects, too, i.e. in the whole of the Ossetian linguistic territory. But such a supposition lacks any foundation, because in Ossetian the palatal spirant ̄s-, whether old or of secondary origin, has been equally replaced by the dental spirant s-. Consequently, if the predecessor of the present Eastern and Western Ossetian c- ~ Javian ̄c- > ̄s- had been ̄s- or ̄sʰ- (whether in Proto- or Old Iranian, or at any other period) we would find to-day the phoneme s- in its place. Thus we have to regard it as certain that the predecessor of present Ossetian c- ~ ̄c- > ̄s- was ̄c- both in Old Iranian and in Proto-Iranian. This fact has a double consequence for the reconstruction of Proto-Iranian. First, it is impossible to prove that the group of phonemes ̄sʰ- has already developed in Proto-Iranian into ̄s-. Secondly, the thesis that the Aryan palatal ̄k-, if followed by i, developed into ̄s-, in Proto-Iranian, is also refuted. Ossetian offers clear testimony to the effect that the Aryan palatal ̄k might develop into ̄c- in some Proto-Iranian languages, even if followed by i. Thus we have proved, from yet another angle, the impossibility of assuming the existence of the 'Proto-Iranian language'.
Thus, in examining the Iranian names preserved in the Greek inscriptions of South Russia, we have to disregard the presuppositions of the family-tree theory when attempting to clear up the question as to whether these names really reflect a homogeneous language, and whether this language may really be regarded as the predecessor of Ossetian. The question is, what criteria have we to employ in attempting to solve this problem. Miller’s proofs, as we have seen above, are partly of phonemic, partly of morphological character. As to the two morphological proofs, i.e. the presence of the suffix -äg and -gin in the names of the inscriptions, undue importance need not be attached to them. Miller himself has pointed out that the suffix -äg is found also in Persian, in Baluchi, and in Afghan.72 One may add that it has since been discovered in Sogdian, too; e.g. šm’r’k̡ ‘qui a des scrupules, qui hésite’, from the verb šm’r-; np’yş’k̡ ‘qui écrit’ from the verb np’yş-, etc.73 The same applies also to the suffix -gin, equivalents of which have been found by Benveniste in Persian and Sogdian.74 Thus these morphological elements cannot be utilized to prove the existence of direct genealogical connections between the language of the Iranian tribes in South Russia and Ossetian. In order to clarify the relation between the Iranian names in the Pontic Greek inscriptions and Ossetian, we shall have to rely on phonemic criteria. This implies, no doubt, a certain degree of one-sidedness, but this one-sidedness is the direct consequence of the linguistic material at our disposal. Moreover, if we have to count with the existence of several dialects among the Iranian tribes of South Russia, these differences may be best determined on the basis of phonemic criteria. The differences might become even sharper if we were able to define

72 Die Sprache der Osseten, 89.
73 See Benveniste. Essai de grammaire sogdienne, II, 55.
74 Essai de grammaire sogdienne, II, 97.
the phonemic system of the languages or dialects used by the various Iranian tribes of South Russia; but the one-sided linguistic material, preserved only in Greek transcription, does not make this feasible. Hence in the rest of this essay we shall have to limit ourselves to the demonstration and systematization of phonemic differences.75

If we examine the Iranian names preserved in Greek inscriptions as well as the Sarmation names figuring in the works of classical antiquity, we shall find that names dating from roughly the same period show different developments for certain Old Iranian phonemes or groups of phonemes. This fact is of outstanding importance, since the most obvious explanation of the phenomenon is that names, showing different lines of phonemic development but dating from the same period, derive from different dialects. This, in turn, leads us to the conclusion that the language of the Iranian (Sarmatian) tribes in South Russia was not homogeneous, but that these tribes spoke dialects or languages more or less different from one another. These languages and dialects were, of course, probably more closely connected among themselves than with any other Iranian language. The most characteristic cases of this type are the following:

1.

The Old Iranian initial group of phonemes *ar-y- has four different developments: 1. ar-(y)-, 2. al-, 3. ir-, 4. il-.

Old Iranian *ar-y- > ar-(y)-.

Arrii 'name of a tribe in South Russia' in Epiphanius (4th cent. A. D.), De lapide ligyrio V. IV, p. 190 Dind. (Агущев, Известия древних писателей, 1, 712): < Old Iranian *arya- ~ Avestan airya- (Vasmer, Die Iranier in Südrussland, 33).

Arraei Sarmatae, quos Areatas vocant: Pliny, Nat. Hist. IV 41 (1st c. A. D.). Thus Pliny gives two names for this Sarmatian tribe living south of the Danube. In the ending of the second name we recognize the plural suffix -t, -tā, found also in Ossetian, Sogdian, and Yagnobi. The remaining first part of the name (Area-) may be compared again with the Old Iranian name *arya-. The difference that appears in the second syllable of the two forms

75 On the classification of dialects see Gy. Laziczius, A magyar nyelvjárások, Budapest 1936, 44 foll. For the criticism of earlier methods see Шор-Чемоданов, Введение в языкознание, 228 foll.
(-ea- ~ -ya-) may be explained in two different ways. First, taking into consideration the fact that in the transmission of Pliny’s text the names of peoples are to a varying degree, and sometimes hopelessly, corrupt, we may easily suppose that Area-tas is a corruption of an earlier form *Aria-tas. This form would correspond precisely to a possible Sarmatian form *arya-ta. The second, more likely possibility is that the spelling Area- reflects a form area- which is simply a variation of the word arya-. There is a parallel among the names preserved in the inscriptions: the name Σιαώάκος known from two inscriptions of Tanais, the nearest possible transcription, in Greek letters, of an Iranian form syāvak (≈ Avestan syāva- ‘schwarz’) appears in the variation Σιαώάς in an inscription of Panticapaeum (see Vasmer, op. cit., 51 foll., Schaeder, Iranica, 51). This latter datum makes it clear that the spelling Area- may be also a transcription of the word arya- or one of its variations (? ara-ya- or area-). If we take into consideration that the form Areatas contains an Iranian morphological element (the plural suffix -t), it seems very likely that this name was used by the Sarmatian tribe in question, to describe itself. It is possible that this name is somehow connected with the one discussed above. The most natural assumption would be that this, in its turn, is a Latinized (or, if Pliny took his datum from a Greek source, Grecized) form of the word arya-. In this case, however, we must regard it as a corruption of the form *Arii or *Arei. To show that such a distortion might easily occur in the transmission of Pliny’s text, it is enough to quote the manuscript variants of the name Pangei: pangaei, pangei, paegiae, pegei, peie.

'Αριφάρνης 'βασιλεύς τῶν Σιρακών' Diod. Sic. XX. 22, 4 < *arya-farnah- (Vasmer, loc. cit.).

Old Iranian *ar-y- > al-.

'Αλανοί 'Iranian tribe of Southern Russia’ Flav. Joseph. VII 7, 4. The name of the Alans is known from other sources, too; e. g. Chinese sources: A-lan (Hou-Han-shu, 118, Wei-lüe, fragm. 22, see Junge, Saka-Studien, 77); Latin authors: Alani and Halani; Arabic and Persian sources: al-Län; recently the name has been discovered also in Mingrel, one of the Caucasian languages: alani-kõh 'человек-алан, т. е. сильный, храбрый, молодой' (see Абасе, ИАИ СССР ООН 1935, 883). All data in the sources point to the form alan. The name alan admits of two acceptable interpretations. According to Sköld (Die ossetischen Lehnwörter im Ungarischen, 68) it goes back to the plural genitive form aryanäm of the Old Iranian word arya-; hence, morphologically, it is ultimately identical with the Persian name Ėrān, Ėrān. According to the other interpretation, also, the name alan goes back to the Old Iranian word arya- 'Arier’ (more correctly, perhaps, to ārya-, see Tedesco, ZII II (1923) 46); not, however, to the genitive plural but to the form āryāna- formed
with the suffix -na-.\textsuperscript{76} From the angle of phonetics, assuming the development -\textit{ry-} > -\textit{j-}, both interpretations are irreproachable; yet, owing to semantic considerations, the second explanation must be preferred. The name \textit{Erän}, \textit{Irän} is the name of a country and probably developed from the construction \textit{āryānām ḯsahram} > \textit{ēran ṣahr} 'das Reich der Arier'. All our data, however, which refer to the name \textit{alan} (with the exception of the Chinese sources, the testimony of which, in this respect, is by no means decisive) agree in indicating that this name was the name of a people. The word \textit{ārya-} and its derivation \textit{āryāna-} were used to denote a tribe or a tribal federation. An enlightening parallel to this use may be found in the tribal names discussed above (\textit{Arii} and \textit{Arraei} \textasciitilde \textit{Areatae}) as well as in the name the Eastern Ossetes use about themselves, viz. the name \textit{ir} 'Ironer (Ostosseten)' which may also be traced back to the Old Iranian form \textit{ārya-}. The form \textit{āryāna-} itself is found in the Avesta: \textit{āryana-} 'arisch', \textit{āryanm rvarnō}, \textit{āryanm vacō} (Bartholomae, \textit{AirWb}. 198). Recently, the from \textit{āryāna-} has also been traced in Sogdian in the construction \textit{āryānam vaijah: 'rī'nywyjn ə: ayaän vežan} (see Henning, \textit{ZDMG} XC [1936], 5). Since, however, the above word does not occur otherwise in Sogdian, we may possibly have to do with a borrowing from Persian in this case. With regard to the origin of the name \textit{alan} it is very important to know that the word \textit{ārya-}, or rather its suffixed form, is known also in Saka, in the expression \textit{irinā gari} 'Iranian mountains'. This word \textit{irināa-} < 'Iranian or Aryan' in the Saka language may be either the form *\textit{ira-}, a development of Old Iranian \textit{ārya-}, with the suffix -\textit{inaa} appended (for the suffix see Saka \textit{rayosa} < 'Saft, Essen' \textasciitilde \textit{raysināa-} 'aus rasa bestehend'), or a direct development of Old Iranian *\textit{āryānaka-} (for the epenthesis see Saka \textit{ysīdāa-} < Old Iranian *\textit{zaritaka-}; for the development of intermediate -\textit{yā-} > -\textit{i-} see Saka \textit{jī-} 'schwinden' \textasciitilde Avestan \textit{jīā-} 'debilitare, minuere', Saka \textit{jōṇā-} 'Lebezeit' < Old Iranian *\textit{yənā-}, cp. Avestan \textit{yātav-} 'Leben' etc.). We have to point out, however, that none of these data testifying to the existence of the word \textit{āryāna-} are used to denote the name of a people, or the name of a definite tribe. For this reason, from the angle of deriving the word \textit{alan} as the name of a people from the form *\textit{āryāna-}, decisive importance attaches to the fact that in Ossetian we actually find the word \textit{ārya-}, with the suffix -\textit{na-} appended, used to denote an ethnical unit: \textit{iron} 'Ironer (Ost-Osseten), ost-ossetisch' < Old Iranian *\textit{āryāna-}.

The derivation of the name \textit{alan} from the form *\textit{āryāna-} was earlier regarded with some scepticism by Vasmern;\textsuperscript{77} later, however, he came to accept this interpretation.\textsuperscript{78} In the eyes of those advocating the identity of Alans

\textsuperscript{76} According to Andreas, quoted by Gauthiot, \textit{Essai de grammaire sogdienne}, I, III.; Jacobsohn, \textit{Arier und Ügrofinnen}, 234.

\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Die Iranier in Südrussland}, 31.

\textsuperscript{78} \textit{RLV} XII, 242.
and Ossetes, the most surprising feature in this derivation of the name *alan* from the form *āryāna-*, was the need to suppose the presence of the phonetic change \(-r_\text{h} \rightarrow -l\)-, a change that cannot be shown to have taken place in Ossetian. In Ossetian the Old Iranian initial group of phonemes *āry-* does not develop into *al-*, as one would expect on the basis of the name *alan* and the supposed identity of Alans and Ossetes: it develops into *ir-* or *iyn-*. (cp. Eastern Ossetian *ir* 'Ioner (Ostosseten)', Western Ossetian *iyrę* 'осетинский порода, осеп. норд' see Munkácsi, *KSz* XXI (1932), 86, < Old Iranian *ārya-*; Eastern Ossetian *iron* 'Ironer (Ost-Ossete), ost-ossetisch' < Old Iranian *āryāna-*. Hence the name *'Alanovoi* can in no wise be regarded as Ossetian because its phonemic form cannot be brought into line with the phonemic correspondences between Old Iranian and Ossetian. Nor does the situation change if we reject the view of Andreas discussed above, and suppose that the name *'Alanovoi* goes back only indirectly to *arya-na-*80, because, even assuming this, we cannot explain the presence of the initial *a*- from Ossetian. The fact that the name *Alan* cannot be interpreted from Ossetian has a decisive importance on our judgment about the relations of Alans and Ossetes. It would be an obvious assumption, of course, that the name *Alan* was not applied by the Alans-Ossetes to themselves. This possibility, to which there can be no objection in principle, is, however, excluded by the fact that the change *-ry- > -l-* may be demonstrated also in the case of another name, precisely on the linguistic territory of the Alans (see the following item).

*'Alexiou̱doς* Phanagoria, Latyshev, *IOSPE* II, 363 (307 A. D.): Vasmer, in *Die Iranier in Südrussland*, 31 explains this form as deriving from Old Iranian *arya-γsábra-* through dissimilation, in *RLV* XII 244 as deriving from the same form, through popular etymology, under the influence of *'Alexiandroς*. But the names of the inscriptions do not furnish any examples for such dissimilation (cp. *'Ariāvăiaς*, *'Ariāvānς* Vasmer, *Die Iranier in Südrussland*, 33); as to connecting this word with the Greek name *'Alexiandroς*, by way of popular etymology, this could have occurred only after the change *ary-* > *al-* had taken place: hence it seems certain that, as in the case of the people's name *'Alanovoi*, here, too, we have to do with the change *ary-* > *al-*, having the force of a phonetic law. Old Iranian *ary-γsábra-* developed into *alā-γsarāθ* and this form may have turned, being connected in popular etymology with the Greek word *alēξi̱̱* or *'Alexiandroς* into *'Alexiandroς*. Another possibility is that the form *'Alexiou̱doς* does not owe anything to Greek popular etymology but simply reflects a form *alāγsarāθ*. One is justified in supposing the existence of such a form, on the analogy

79 Hübenschmann, *Eymologie und Lautlehre der ossetischen Sprache*, 41.
80 Vasmer, *loc. cit.*
of parallel form like Κανάξαρδος < Old Iranian *kaināxšadra- and Κηνάξαρδος κ. kēnāxšard.

Μάλδαγος Phanagoria, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 389. If this, in fact, is the correct form of the name (it does not seem quite certain), then the word reflects an Iranian form *maryatak- which, in turn, may have developed from an Old Iranian form *maryataka-, under the operation of the change -ry- > -l. The element marya- in this word may be regarded as the exact equivalent of the Old Indian word marya- 'Jüngling, flotter junger Mann', while the second part -taka- may stand for a group of suffixes. This latter can probably be divided into the elements -(a)j-t-a-ka-. With regard to the suffix -at-, -t-, cp. Avestan bretat- 'Augenbraue' ~ Old Indian bhrū 'Augenbraue' and Avestan hu-zāmit- 'leicht gebärend' ~ Avestan hu-zimay- 'leichte Geburt' (H. Reichelt, Avestisches Elementarbuch, 152); as to the juxtaposition of the suffixes -t- and -t-a-, cp. Old Indian harit- 'falb' ~ harita- 'gell, grün', from the word haray- 'gelb, falb', and the corresponding juxtaposition of the suffixes -it- and -ita- in Old Iranian, e. g. Avestan masit- 'ausgedehnt, gross' ~ masita- 'gross, umfangreich', from the word mas- 'lang, ausgedehnt, gross'. As to the suffix -ka-, this is one of the most frequent elements of word-formation in the Iranian languages, occurring very often also in combination with numerous other suffixes. It appears e. g. in Sogdian in the following groups of suffixes: -(f)n'k < -*-(a)-na-ka-, -'nyk < -*anayaka-, -'yāk < -*aiyaka-, -'ykk < -*ayaka-, -'yn'k < -*ainaka-, etc. (see Benveniste, Essai de grammaire sogdiennne, II, 95 foll.). The situation is precisely the same in the Saka language. Here, too, the suffix -ka- is very frequent ('sehr verbreitent und bis in die Spätzeit lebendig' — says Konow in his Khotansakische Grammatik, 67), and is used also in combination with several other suffixes; see e. g. -naa- < *-naka-, -laka-, -lik-, etc. (Konow, op. cit., 68, 70). Traces of the group of suffixes -taka- are found, too, in one or two Ossetian words. Thus, the word sājtāg 'Klaue, Huf' which is connected with the Avestan word safa- 'Huf' (see Miller, Die Sprache der Osseten, 94), goes back undoubtedly to an Old Iranian form *saja-taka- and contains the compound suffix -taka- supposed to be present in the name Maldhay < *Maryataka-. Thus the derivation of the name Maldagōs from the Old Iranian form *maryataka- becomes very probable, and this supplies another example of the phonetic change -ry- > -l.

Old Iranian *ar-y- > ir-.

Ἡρακός ὁρχερμενεύς Ἀλανύν, Panticapaeum (193—208 A. D.). The name certainly has to be read as irak- because, on inscriptions dating from the same period, we often find η instead of i: < Old Iranian *arya-ka- (Vasmer, Die Iranier in Südrussland, 39 foll., Iranisches aus Südrussland, 368).
Ipßic Tanais, Книпович, Танайс No. 195 (188 A. D.). This name was regarded by Miller as a compound of the Ossetian words ir and vidag (ir 'Ironer (Ostosseten') < *ārya-; vidag, Munkácsi: KSz XXI (1932), 83: vidag. uı'dagă 'Wurzel', the approximate sense of the whole name being 'von arischer Wurzel'); Vasmer was right, however, in pointing out that the earlier meaning of the word vidag was probably 'Weide' (ep. e. g. Avestan vaēṭay- 'Weide, Weidengerte', and that with this meaning the name does not give any acceptable sense (Vasmer, Die Iranier in Südrussland, 41). With regard to 'Ip-', the first element in the name, Miller's interpretation may be accepted in any case. As to the second element -ßic (stem: ßiö-), there are two possible explanations: 1. ~ Avestan vaēdah- 'Besitz', 2. ~ Avestan vaēday- 'Gestalt, Form'. In the first case the Old Iranian form of the name would be *ārya-vaidah-, meaning 'der den Besitz der Arier ergriffen hat', or 'der einem Arier gebührenden Besitz hat'; in the second case, we may assume the existence of an Old Iranian form *ārya-vaiday-, meaning 'von arischer Gestalt'. An exact semantic parallel to this second compound is found in the name of the Scythian king 'ApiaTieibriq which goes back to an Old Iranian form *ārya-paisa- and has also the meaning 'von arischer Gestalt' (see Vasmer, op. cit. 12). Whichever interpretation we accept, the name 'Ipßic; shows the development of the initial group of phonemes ary- into ir-.

Ipßouaroq Tanais, Книпович, Танайс No. 196 (beginning of third c A. D.). This name, hitherto unexplained, may be traced back to an Old Iranian form *āryakāna-, i. e. the word ārya- supplied with the well-known patronymic suffix -(a)kāna > -(a)yān- (see e. g. Armenian Boyekan < Middle Persian Bōi + akin Hübschmann, Armenische Grammatik. I, Leipzig 1895, 33, Middle Persian 'rdw'ng'n ɾ: ardawānagān 'Ardawanian, deriving from Ardawān, etc.). Thus the meaning of the name āryān may have been 'deriving from 'Aryan' or 'deriving from Ir' (= an ancestor bearing the name of ārya-). The assumption of the latter meaning is obvious, on the basis of names like 'Heakāz < āvak, Форήвов < ārīvan, etc.

Ipßouaroq Tanais, Книпович, Танайс No. 195 (188 A. D.): the first element in the name goes back to Old Iranian *āryana- or *ārya-(cp. 'Aμμουστος Vasmer, op. cit., 31).

Ipßouaroq Tanais, Книпович, Танайс No. 194 (225 A. D.): 'Ip- < ārya-(Vasmer, op. cit., 41, Iranisches aus Südrussland, 368).

Форήвов Tanais, Книпович, Танайс No. 386 (225 and 212—229 A. D.) < Old Iranian *paru-āryana- 'viele Arier beherrschend' (Vasmer, Die Iranier in Südrussland, 55, RLV XII, 245).
Old Iranian $^{*}ar\cdot y\cdot > il\cdot$.

" withRouter unexplained, probably goes back, assuming the development $^{*}ar\cdot y\cdot > il\cdot$, to an Old Iranian form $^{*}aryaman\cdot$ which may be compared with Avestan airyaman- 'Genosse' $\sim$ Old Indian aryaman- 1. 'Genosse', 2. 'Name eines Aditya' (see on this point Bartholomae, AirWb. 198 foll., Benveniste: JA CCXXI (1932), 124 foll.) as well as with Middle Persian īrmān and Modern Persian īrmān 'Gast' (with regard to the latter see Horn, Grundriss der neu-persischen Etymologie, Strassburg 1893, 32 foll. and Hübschmann, Persische Studien, Strassburg 1895, 20 foll.).

Names like Ἰράνβοοςτός, Ἱράκάς, etc. indicate that we have to do here with an i-epenthesis; so the line of development is $ir\cdot < ^{*}air\cdot < ^{*}ary\cdot$. The other two groups of names show, however, that this development was not general, but was restricted to a definite dialect or group of dialects. Thus one cannot derive, for instance, the element 'Āle- in the name 'Āleξορθος from the Iranian form $^{*}airy-a\cdot$, as Vasmer did, (RLV XII, 244), because the regular development of this form is $ir\cdot$ or $il\cdot$. This would be all the less justified as the i- and u-epenthesis can be shown to have existed, among the Old Iranian languages, only in the Avesta\textsuperscript{81}, and even here it is probably due only to the carelessness of Persian and Parthian scribes\textsuperscript{82}. There can be no question of an i- or u-epenthesis common to all Iranian languages or going back to Proto-Iranian. On the other hand, the testimony of these names indicates that epenthesis must have been a fairly early phenomenon in some of the dialects and the existence of such dialects must, in fact, be assumed. Accordingly, one may actually suppose that the phenomenon did, in fact, exist in the language of the Avesta, in the first centuries A. D., as Reichelt (loc. cit) assumes on other grounds. In any case, the dialect which supplies us with these names is connected, by means of this phenomenon, with those Northern and Eastern Iranian dialects in which the i-epenthesis can be shown to have existed: Saka yṣiḍaא- $< ^{*}zaritaka\cdot$, Afghan šiš $\sim$ Avestan visaiti, Ossetian innā $< ^{*}anya\cdot$, Shigh. nir $< ^{*}narya\cdot$\textsuperscript{83}.

2.

The Old Iranian diphthong $au$ developed along two lines: 1. $au$ ($\omega\omega$), 2. $ō$ ($\omega$).

\textsuperscript{81} Bartholomae, Grd. d. i. Ph. I, 176.

\textsuperscript{82} Reichelt, Stand und Aufgaben der Sprachwissenschaft, 278. This view is represented by Bartholomae and his followers. A fundamentally different approach is seen in Andreas and his school, recently also in Bailey's theory (Zoroastrian Problems in the Ninth-Century Books. Oxford 1943, 17 foll.) Neither theory does however, envisage epenthesis in Common or Proto-Iranian. For a recent view on the whole subject see Altheim, Literatur und Gesellschaft im ausgehenden Altertum, II, 189 foll.

\textsuperscript{83} With regard to these dialects see Reichelt, loc. cit. and Grdr. d. idg. Sprach- und Altertumskunde, II, 4\textsuperscript{e}, 33.
Old Iranian *au > au.

"Aopaoi 'Sarmatian tribe'. This name has been interpreted in different ways. Jacobsohn thought that the word āryana- was somehow concealed behind it; later, however, he gave up this conjecture (Arier und Ugrofinnen, 234, 257). Miller (dmMHIIp 1886 October 235 — article inaccessible to me) and Tomaschek (SWAW CXVII [1888], 37, PW-RE I, 2660) connected the name "Aopaoi with Avestan auruṣa- 'weiss'. Ossetian urs, urs 'weiss'; this interpretation was later accepted by Vasmer (Die Iranier in Südrußland, 32) and Altheim, too (WaG II [1936], 319). Against this interpretation Marquart has tried to explain the name in a new way. The starting point of his new interpretation is the existence of historical contacts between Alans and Aorsi. According to the testimony of Chinese sources, Yen-ts'ai whom Marquart, following Gutschmid and Hirth, identifies with the "Aopaoi, changed his name to A-lan. Since, however, Greek and Latin sources inform us that in Eastern Europe the name Aorsi was replaced by Alan, Marquart comes to the conclusion that the name "Aopaoi is but the earlier name of the Alans. He now attempts to establish the meaning of the name Alan, calling to aid the series of epithets applied to an Armenian nobleman’s family in Faustus Byz. (4, 2): alanazgik' alanadrawsk' arcowenšank' warznakunišk'. The last of these four epithets, in Marquart’s view, goes back to an adjective *warznak which may be a borrowing of a Middle Persian form *warženak or *warženak (derived from Middle Persian warž, Modern Persian warj 'Grösse, Würde'): hence the meaning of the word is 'würdig'. The expression arcowenšank is purely Armenian, with the meaning 'Adlerstandarten führend'. The second element in the first epithet is the Armenian word azg 'Geschlecht, Nation', hence the compound probably means 'aus alanischem Geschlecht stammend'. Finally, the second element in the second epithet is the Armenian word dražš (< Iranian drajš) 'Banner', so that the meaning of the compound is 'alanische Banner führend'. Since thus all the epithets express worth and dignity and are closely related in meaning, Marquart was justified in concluding that the word alan, i. e. the initial element in the first two epithets must mean 'siegreich, ruhmvoll, würdig'. Hence, according to him, 'der Volksname Alaven wird demnach ein Ehrenname sein, den sich das Volk selbst beilegte und der eine Gruppe verschiedenramiger iranischer Nomadenstämme der kaspisch-pontischen Steppen zu einer politischen Einheit zusammenfasste'.Regarding the word "Aopaoi as the former name of the Alans, Marquart then proceeds to look for a similar meaning behind it. For the purposes of interpretation he distinguishes, first of all, two forms of the name: 1. Arsoae (Tab. Peut. IX 5, X 1), *Arzoae (Abzoae: Pliny, Nat. Hist. 6, 38) — 2. "Aopaoi (Strabo, Ptolemy), Aorsi (Pliny Nat. Hist. 4, 80) Of these, Marquart derives
the form *Arsoae, Arzoae from the Iranian form *arz-awa- (cp. Modern Persian arj 'Wert', Avestan arzâh-. Middle Persian arj, etc.); as to the form 'Aorsoi, Aorsi, he interprets it as the Iranian compound *hu-arz- (with the approximate meaning 'guten Wert habend'?). Thus Marquart concludes that "der Name Aorser, ebenso wie die Alanen, eine ehrenvolle Selbstbezeichnung ist, welche sich das Volk bezw. der führende Stamm wahrscheinlich bei der Begründung einer grösseren politischen Einheit beilegte" (Untersuchungen zur Geschichte von Eran, II, 82—86.)

Marquart's explanation is, both historically and linguistically, so well-grounded that one cannot simply pass it by. The first question in this connection is whether we really have to do with two forms of the name. In support of his conjecture, Marquart refers to the parallel forms Su-gambri ~ Gambriivi and Wisi-gothae ~ Gutones. But these parallels only demonstrate, in a general way, the possibility of a tribe or a people having two names, differing only in an element implying comparison. The question whether this applies also to the name 'Aorsoi can be decided only after a careful investigation of the data containing the name. An examination of the ancient sources referring to the name 'Aorsoi yields the following result: of the two forms, separated by Marquart, it is only the 'Aorsoi, Aorsi that can be substantiated by sound textual tradition. Textual tradition supports unanimously the form 'Aorsoi in Strabo and Ptolemy, and nearly unanimously the form Aorsi in Pliny (Nat. Hist. 4. 80). In the case of Tacitus (Ann. XII 15, 16 and 19), the MSS give the forms adorsorum, adorsi, and aduorsorum. These forms are obviously due to the circumstance that the scribes wanted to impart some meaning to a name unintelligible to them. But these particular forms of 'rationalization' may all be traced back to the form Aorsi, not to Arsoae. Thus the data in Tacitus, too, are organically connected with the form 'Aorsoi, Aorsi. As to the other form distinguished by Marquart, we have to point out, first of all, that the Plinian form Arsoae is only Tomaschek's conjecture: the MSS give Abzoae which is probably a corruption — yet there is no material proof whatever to show that the name Aorsi is hiding behind it. Hence this conjecture may be left out of account. But if this is so, the forms Arsoae in the Tabula Peut., by themselves, do not possess any special significance. The Tabula is full of corrupt forms, so that it would be contrary to all rules of scientific methods if one were to regard the form Arsoae as authentic as the forms 'Aorsoi, Aorsi found in Strabo, Ptolemy, Pliny, and Tacitus. Moreover, judging from the character of textual corruption due to the copying of MSS, one may demonstrate almost palpably the corrupt nature of the form Arsoae as well as the causes of its origin. The deviation in the endings of the two forms Arsoae and Aorsi may be easily explained by the supposition that, parallel with the Latinized form Aorsi of the name 'Aorsoi, the geographical literature of the Romans also used the form Aorsoe, a transcription of the
Greek name. There are plenty of examples in Roman authors for such parallel usage in names taken over from Greek geographical literature. Thus, e. g., the name Νεουρόι appears in Mela (II, 1) as Neuri, while in Pliny we find the form Neuroe (Nat. Hist. 4, 88); conversely, the name 'Αναζόβιοι is transcribed by Mela (II, 1) as Hamaxobioe, by Pliny (Nat. Hist. 4, 80) as Hamaxobii; similarly, the name 'Αριμασπόι occurs in Mela (II, 1) as Arimaspoe, while in Pliny (Nat. Hist. 4, 88) we find Arimaspi. It may be observed that such un-Latinized names, transcribed from Greek, often have their ending -oe distorted, or rather Latinized, to -oae in the course of MS transmission. Thus, e. g., in some MSS of Pliny the name Enoecadioe (Nat. Hist. 4, 83) appears as enocadloae, enoae.adioae. In the latter form both Greek diphthongs -oe- have been 'corrected' to -oae- by the copyist. Similarly, some MSS of Pliny give the form neuroae for the name Neuroe (Nat. Hist. 4, 88). Thus the ending of the form Arsoae in the Tabula Peut. may be easily explained as the result of a secondary Latinization of the name Aorsoe. As to the deviation in the initial sounds of the word (Aor- ~ Ar-), the omission of one of two juxtaposed vowels is a frequent phenomenon in the transmission of MSS. Thus the name of the people given by Mela as Choamani is found in several of Pliny's MSS as comani (Nat. Hist. 6, 48). Another example from the transmission of Pliny's text is the distortion of the word Bactros (Nat. Hist. 6, 47), first, to baotros, then its further corruption to botros. On the basis of these examples we are justified in taking it practically for granted that the form found in the Tabula Peut. is a distorted form of the Latin transcription of the name 'Aorsoi. The process of its origin may be outlined as follows: *Aorsoe > *Aorsoae > Arsoae.

Thus the thesis which forms the base of Marquart's edifice of explanations - viz. the existence of two forms for the name of the Aorsi - has proved to be unacceptable. The other fundamental question which has to be posed in connection with Marquart's theory, is whether the name 'Aorsoi may, in fact, represent the transcription of an Iranian form *hu-arz-. Since the Greek letter o stood for a definitely close o-sound (= ο), it is most probable that the name Aorsoi represented a foreign form *aurs. Such a form is, of course, very far from Marquart's *hu-arz-, the Greek transcription of which would be "Οαρφοι or Χόαρφοι. Marquart himself was aware of the grave difficulties which arise in this connection: hence he gave several parallels to illustrate the possibility of transcribing as "Aorsoi the conjectural form *hu-arz-. His examples are as follows:

'Aorνος < Iranian *hu-warna-, 'wohlbewehrt', from the stem war- 'wehren'.

'Ατόσσα = Avestan hutaosā- 'EN. der Schwester und Gemahlin Vištāspas'

'Αμώρης, 'Αμόρης, Lycian Humrkkā = Old Persian haumavarka-.
Finally, Marquart quotes several names beginning with Αὐτο-, in which the first element represents Old Persian *wāta-; e. g. Αὐτοφράγάτης = O'd Persian wātafragāta-.

But these examples are either not suitable parallels to the transcription of Iranian *hu-arz- as Greek ''Aophoι or have to be interpreted in a way different from Marquart’s.

The name ''Αόρνος is certainly not the transcription of an O’d Iranian form *huvarna:- it may either stand for *wūrn, a conjectural development of this form; or it may be connected (as Tomaschek suggested in PW-RE I, 2659) with a quite different word, viz. Old Iranian āvarana- 'Schutzwehr', the existence of which may be conjectured on the basis of Old Indian āvarana- 'verhüllend; Verhüllung, Hülle, Decke, Gewand'; in this case the Greek form would transcribe the development *ūrn.

The name ''Ατόσσα may also represent the transcription of *dōsā-, a later development from Old Iranian *hūwāsā-.

Greek Αμώρνοι, Αμόρνης and Lycian Humrkkα reflect different developments of O’d Iranian *hauamavarka:- 1. Αμώρνοι, Αμόρνης < *hmurgi, *hmurg < *hauamavarkah; 2. Humrkkα < *hūmūrga < *hauamavarkah.

From the angle of phonemics, the correspondence Αὐτοφράγάτης ~ Vātafragāta- implies quite a different problem from that represented by ''Αόρσοι ~ *hu-arz-. This is a case of the Greeks replacing a group of sounds (va-, ya-) absent from the phonemic system of their language, by another phoneme or group of phonemes (au-). Similar cases are very frequent in the Greek transcription of Iranian names (see e. g. Harmatta, Ant. Hung. II, 35).

We may thus establish that the Greek form of the name ''Αόρσοι cannot represent the transcription of an Iranian form *hu-arz-. The latter may have developed into *hvarz, *χvarz, *varz, *χarz, *χar: but all these are far from the foreign form *aurz, the existence of which may be conjectured on the basis of the spelling ''Αόρσοι. Thus the form *aurz hiding behind the name can hardly be anything else but an intermediate stage in the following development: Old Iranian *arusa- > *aurusa- > Ossetian urs, ēurs. We may also remark that the name ''Αόρσοι shows u-epenthesis, a phenomenon which connects it with names like Ἡρακλῆς, etc. showing i-epenthesis.

Γάος Tanais, Κίννοβις, Tanais No. 79 (225 A. D.). According to Vasmer, the word may be an abbreviated form of a person’s name like Avestan gaodāyah- ’das Rind hegend und pflegend’ or gavayan- 'der Rinder hat' (see op. cit. 36, RLV XII, 244) Since the group of phonemes -ava- is usually transcribed in the names of the inscriptions as -av- or as -awa-, -avo- (e. g. Φορίαος: -avo- ~ Avestan yava- 'Getreide', Vasmer, Die Iranier in Südrussland. 55; G. Σάμος ~ Avestan syāva- 'schwarz', Vasmer, op. cit., 51, etc.), probably only the first possibility has to be taken into account.
Old Iranian *

'Ρωζάνη Panticapaeum, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 107 ~ Avestan raoẓna-
licht, glänzend' (Vasmer, op. cit., 49).

Γώσσακος Tanais, Клинический Tanais No. 85 (220 A. D.). According to
Vasmer (op. cit., 37) this word has been obtained by suffixation from the
short form of a name derived from *gōš, the equivalent of the Avestan word
goaśa- 'Ohr'. Besides Vasmer's conjecture there is also the possibility that
this name has simply to be regarded as an equivalent of Old Persian
*gaušaka-
Horcher', Parthian *gōšak (> Armenian gušak 'Angeber, Denunziant')84.

Τώδες Panticapaeum, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 29: the word represents
the short form of a name like Avestan aspāyaoba-
zu Rosse kämpfend' (Vasmer, op. cit., 41). A similar name has recently been found in Sogdian:
ywōrzmk-
: yōdāramak- (see Reichelt, Die sogdischen Handschriftenreste
der Britischen Museums, II, 56).

3.

The Old Iranian group of phonemes -sp- has three different develop­
ments: 1. -sp-, 2. -fs-, 3. -sf-.

Old Iranian *-sp- > -sp-.

'Αμώσπαδός Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 67 ~ Avestan ama-
'stark' +
spāda- 'Heer' (Vasmer, op. cit., 32).

'Ασπακός Tanais, Клинический Tanais No. 85 (220 A. D.). In Vasmer's
view (op. cit., 34) the word has been obtained by suffixation from the short
form of a name formed from aspa- (like aspācanah-, paruaspa-).

'Ασπαρ Procopius, De bello Vandalico I 3, 8 < Old Iranian *aspabara-
'Reiter' (Vasmer, op. cit., 34).

Βαύραστος Tanais, Клинический Tanais No. 68 (220 A. D.) < Old Iranian
bairaraspa- '10 000 (viele) Pferde habend' (Vasmer, op. cit., 35).

Βανάδασπος 'King of the Jazygians' Dio Cass. 71, 16, 1: < Old Iranian
*vanataspa- 'siegreiche Pferde habend' (Vasmer, loc. cit.).

Βόραστος Tanais, Клинический Tanais No. 76 (193 A. D.): ~ Ossetian
bor 'gelb', Modern Persian bōr 'color ruber' (Vull. I, 274) + aspa- (Vasmer
op. cit., 36).

Σπαδάτος 'King of the Sanigae' Arrian. Peripl. 11, 3.

Σπάδακος Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 84: names formed from the Old
Iranian word spāda- 'Heer', analogous to names derived by suffixation from
the short forms of Avestan pouruspāda-, sruuspāda- (Vasmer, op. cit., 52 foll.).

84 With regard to these see Schaeder, Iranica, 5.
Old Iranian *-sp- > -fs-.

ψευδαρτάκη · λόφος έν Σκυθία μετά το λετόμενον ὄρος άριον Steph. Byz. According to Marquart's very probable conjecture the correct form of the name is *ψευδαρτάκη, to be explained as a compound of the words: *fsänd (≈ Avestan spənta- 'heilig') and ātr- (≈ Avestan ātar- 'Feuer').

This view was accepted by Vasmer (op. cit., 57 and Iranisches aus Südrußland, 371 foll.) who would, however, assign the change sp > fs to a period later than the third century A. D. and hence concludes that Stephanus Byzantius must have derived this datum from a later source. This view, however, is by no means probable. The sources used by Stephanus Byzantius are mostly geographical works dating from a period anterior to the second century A. D.; hence there is a strong likelihood at the very outset that this particular datum comes from the same sources. Moreover, we can define more closely the origin of this particular datum. The phrase άριον ὄρος cannot be separated from the place-name 'Άγιον concerning which Stephanus supplies the following information: 'Άγιον τόπος Σκυθίας έν υ υ Ασκληπιός ἐτιμάω, ως Πολιτισμῷ. Hence it seems indubitable that both data derive from Polyhistor. Since, however, Stephanus had no direct access to the work of Alexander Polyhistor, it would be an obvious assumption that the mediator, as in many other cases, was Philo of Byblus. But even in the absence of such a fairly precise delimitation, the name 'Ασπαρ which appears in Procopius would still prove that the development of the group of phonemes sp was not homogeneous because the datum supplied by Stephanus could in no ease derive from a time later than the fifth century A. D. It does not, in fact, matter very much whether we assign the parallel groups sp ~ fs to the third or the fifth century. But since it seems certain that Stephanus Byzantius took the datum *ψευδαρτάκη from a considerably earlier source, we may assume that, as early as the first century A. D., the Old Iranian group of phonemes sp was replaced in the language of some Iranian tribes of South Russia by fs.

Βωρόμπαζος Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 64: in Miller's view it is the same name as Βόρμπος but it shows a later development of phonemes (sp > fs). Vasmer doubts this (op. cit., 36) since, in his opinion, the phonetic change sp > fs had not yet taken place at the time. But having established the chronological position of the name Ψευδαρτάκη this argument loses its force. Hence the name Βωρόμπαζος may safely be regarded as the transcription of the form *bordfsa- 'having a roan horse'. The final element -ζος may probably be compared with the suffix -tca- or -ca- known from Saka (ep. pātajsa- 'kräftig', rātajsa- 'löcherig', Konow, Khotansakische Grammatik, 68).

85 Untersuchungen zur Geschichte von Eran, II, 88.
86 Honigmann: RE II. R. III, 2379.
87 Harmatta, Ant. Hung. II, 32.
88 Honigmann, op. cit., 2384.
This name, too, may be regarded as the transcription of a form *afsax ~ Ossetian äfsä 'Stute'. Thus it corresponds exactly to the name 'Aspaxox but it comes from a dialect in which the Old Iranian group of phonemes *sp had developed into fs.

This name probably also hides a form *afság, so that — like the preceding name — it corresponds to Old Iranian *aspaka-. It is worth noting that this name comes from the same district as Борбаяс, viz. from Olbia.

Old Iranian *-sp- > -sf-.

Σφαρβαις Panticapaeum. In Vasmer's view (op. cit., 53) the word corresponds to the Old Persian name vayaspāra-, with the elements of the compound in the reverse order. The chief difficulty about this interpretation is that the etymology of the Old Persian name has not been satisfactorily explained. Bartholomae (AirWb., 1358) divides it into vayas-pāra- and gives it the meaning 'der der Verfolgung ein Ende macht'. But this interpretation is by no means certain; in fact, one may divide the word also into vaya-spāra-, as Vasmer does. In this case the second element in the compound may be compared with Old Persian *spāra-, Middle Persian spar 'Schild' (see on this point Horn, Grdr. d. neupers. Etym., 155); the first element, however, remains unexplained. The best course seems to be, therefore, to disregard the Old Persian word altogether and to try interpreting the name by itself. There are two possibilities for dividing the word: either as Σφαρ-βαις or as Σφα-ροβαις. In the first case, the element Σφαρ- may be compared with the above-mentioned Old Iranian word *spāra- 'Schild', while the second element βαις may be compared with either of the following words: Avestan baya- 'erschrecken' (Bartholomae, AirWb., 927) or bā- 'scheinen' (Bartholomae, AirWb., 952). The compound yields, in either instance, a satisfactory meaning: the sense is either 'one who inspires terror with his shield' or 'one shining with his shield'. On the other hand, if we divide the word into Σφα-ροβαις, the first element may be compared with Avestan spā- 'Gedeihen, Glück' (Bartholomae, AirWb., 1616), while the element -ροβαις may be compared with Avestan rap- 'Unterstützung gewähren — finden' (Bartholomae, AirWb., 1508); the sense, in this case, would be 'one supported by good fortune'. Whichever possibility we accept the initial group of phonemes sf- corresponds in any case to Old Iranian *sp-.

'Aσφωρούτος Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 118. Miller and Justi (Iranisches Namenbuch, 47) connect this word with the name 'Aσπουροτος which, in its turn, is interpreted by Justi as corresponding to the Armenian name Aspūrak, while Miller and Tomaszek (RE II, 1738 foll.) thought to recognize the word aspa-
in the first part of the compound. This latter suggestion is certainly correct but the second element of the name needs to be explained. The most obvious solution is to regard the name "Aσπουργος as a transcription of the compound *asp-urg < *aspa-urga-, the second element of which, viz. -urga-, may be compared with Avestan ugra- 'stark, kräftig'. For the development of the Old Iranian group of phonemes -gr- into -rg- there are numerous examples; in Ossetian, too, -rg- is the regular development of Old Iranian -gr-. Ossetian cirγ < Old Iranian *tiγra-etc. (see Miller, Die Sprache der Osseten, 36). Thus the name "Ασπουργος is a fairly clear compound which it is relatively easy to interpret: but this interpretation does not help one at all in explaining the sense of the name Aσπουργος because the element -ουργος in this latter name obviously cannot be identified with the element -ουργος which admits of a clear interpretation. Yet, while we have to give up the identification of the name Aσπουργος with the name Aσπουργος, the interpretation of the former is by no means a hopeless task. In the final -ουργος element we may recognize the suffix -ug which exists in Modern Ossetian (-ug, -ig, -ag, see Miller, op. cit., 90) and which used to exist also in the language of the Jazygians of Hungary (-uh, see Gombocz, Ossetes et Iazyges. Repr. 5). The remaining stem Aσφωρος may be regarded without any difficulty as the equivalent of the Old Iranian word *aspabāra- 'Reiter'. Hence it seems to be identical with the name Aσφωρ discussed above, only the Old Iranian group of phonemes -sp- has here been replaced by -sf-, while the group of phonemes -abā- > aβā- > -avā- has been contracted to the labial phoneme -ā- (w). Thus the name Aσφωρουργος < asfār-ug, too, shows the development of the Old Iranian group of phonemes *-sp- into -sf-.

4.

The Old Iranian initial phoneme p- has two different developments:
1. p-, 2. j-.

Old Iranian *p- > p-.

Πιδανος Τυρας, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 2 (181 A. D.): ~ Avestan pitar- 'Vater' (Vasmer, op. cit., 48); the name comes from the form *pita-na-.
Πιτοφάνακις Τυρας, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 2 (181 A. D.): ~ Avestan pitar- + φαρνάκις (Vasmer, loc. cit.).
Πουρθανος Ολβια, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 62: ~ Avestan puδra- 'Sohn' (Vasmer, loc. cit.).
Πουρθανος Ολβια, Latyshev, IOSPE IV, 15: < Old Iranian *puδra-ka-.
Πιδας Ολβια, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 61: ~ *pita-.
Πάτας Ταναις, Κίγινονις, Tanacs No. 302 (220 A. D.): < Old Iranian *pati- 'Herr'.
Old Iranian *p- > f-.


Φίδάνος Tanais, Киниович, Tanais No. 380 (236 A. D.): < Old Iranian *pita-na-

Φήδάνος Tanais, Киниович, Tanais No. 379 (beginning of 3rd cent. A. D.): in Miller's view = Ossetian fedavinag 'friedliebend'; this, however, is phonetically impossible. The word has to be regarded simply as the result of further suffixation from *fida- < Old Iranian *pita-, formed with the group of suffixes -na-ka-, known to us from Sogdian and Saka (ep. Sogdian -(‘)nk: pwt'n'k 'bouddhique', Benveniste, Essai de grammaire sogdienne, II, 95 and Saka -naa-: āyīnaa- 'Spiegel', Konow, Khotansakische Grammatik, 68).


Φοράδας Tanais, Киниович, Tanais No. 386 (225 and 212—229 A. D.): see above.

Φορίας Tanais, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 447; < Old Iranian *paru-yava-'viel Getreide besitzend' (Vasmer, loc. cit.).

Φόδας Phanagoria, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 364, Tanais, Киниович, Tanais No. 384 (211—219 A. D.): Miller tried to explain this word from Ossetian *fudag 'ausgelassen, Schlingel'. But there is no evidence of this word being used as a proper name. It is conceivable as a nickname, but this contradicted by the widespread use of the name Φόδας. It seems to have been the name of a large family or tribal unit, part of which lived in Phanagoria, part in Tanais. Thus it seems a likelier suggestion that the stem of the name Φόδας which, after separating the suffix -k (-κ), appears as Φοδω- ἰ: fuda- corresponds exactly to Avestan puSa- 'Name einer iranischen Familie' (Bartholomae, AirWb., 909). If this explanation is correct, we have here a second instance of an exact equivalent to one of the names in the Avesta among the Iranian tribes of South Russia. The importance of the first instance and the historical significance implied in the exact correspondence between the Avestan fryāna- 'Name einer gläubigen türischen Familie' and the name Φλίανος from Olbia have recently been emphasized by Nyberg (Die Religionen des alten Iran, 251).

Φόρος Tanais, Киниович, Tanais No. 388 (228 A. D.): ~ Ossetian fur 'Hammel' (Miller, Осетинские этюды III, 80). The Ossetian word is, however, of unknown origin, so that it is probably more correct to assume,

59 Miller's interpretation is known to me only from Vasmer's work. The form fudag given by Vasmer is probably derived from the word fud 'das Böse' by means of the adjectival suffix -ag. In the dictionary of Miller-Freimann we find, however, the word fudag 'ausgelassen etc.': hence it seems very likely that Miller actually had this word in mind. In this case his interpretation is unacceptable for phonetic reasons, too.
with Vasmer, that this name, too, is the short form of a compound containing the word *fur which corresponds to Old Iranian *paru- 'viel' (see Vasmer, op. cit., 55).

Φόσκος Tanais, Книпович, Tanais No. 389 (228 A. D.). Probably obtained by suffixation from the short form of a name belonging to the Old Iranian type *parupasu-.

Φούρτας Tanais, Книпович, Tanais No. 390 (228 A. D.): ~ Ossetian *jur 'Sohn' < Old Iranian *puitra- (Vasmer, loc. cit.).

5.

The Old Iranian group of phonemes *fri- has also a twofold development.

1. fri-.
2. li-.

Old Iranian *fri- > fri-.

Φλείμαντος Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 24: Vasmer (loc. cit.) regards this word as the equivalent of the Ossetian word limän 'Freund' and traces both both words to the Old Iranian form *frīyamāna-. The antecedents of this view were that Hübschmann (Etymologie und Lautlehre der ossetischen Sprache, 46) connected the Ossetian word limän with Avestan fṛya- o: fṛya and Old Indian prīya-, both the latter meaning 'lieb, wert, freund', and suggested the idea of an exact correspondence between Ossetian limän and Old Indian prīyamāna-. Miller, too, (Oesetische Ethn, III, 83) sought to derive the Ossetian word from the Iranian stem *fri-, without defining, however, more closely the Old Iranian form to which it might have corresponded. It was on the basis of the Old Indian form prīyamāna- conjectured by Hübschmann that Vasmer constructed his Old Iranian form *frīyamāna- which would correspond exactly to the name Φλείμαντος as well as to the Ossetian word limän. But this conjecture raises many difficulties. First of all, it is open to doubt that the group of phonemes -iya- developed into -i- ~ -a- in Ossetian (limän ~ lamän). On the basis of the correspondence between Western Ossetian liyun ~ Old Indian riyate (see Miller, Die Sprache der Osseten, 17) one would rather expect the development -iy- or -iyu- (the position is particularly clear in the 3rd person plural: liyuncă < Old Iranian *riyanti). But even if one were to disregard this difficulty, it is certain that the form -māna- would have developed in Ossetian into -mon, not into -män (cp. Ossetian bon 'Tag' < Old Iranian *bānu-, Miller, op. cit., 20). Thus the probable development in Ossetian of the Old Iranian form conjectured by Vasmer would be *liyumon ~ *liumon, perhaps *limon. But the difficulties belong not only to the category of phonetics but also of semantics. The Old Indian form given by Hübschmann is the participle of the verb priyate 'befriedigt, froh sein, Gefallen finden an'; hence its meaning is 'glad, satisfied'. From this
meaning it would be fairly difficult to deduce the meaning ‘friend’. All these difficulties disappear, however, if we regard the name OXdpvaYoq and the Ossetian word limän as developments of the Old Iranian compound *friya-manah-. The first part of this compound would correspond to Avestan frya-‘lieb, wert, freund’, while the second part to Avestan manah- ‘Sinn, Geist; Denken, Gedanke’. The meaning of the compound would thus be ‘freundlichen Sinn habend, freundlich gesinnt’. Similar compounds are very frequent in the Avesta: naire.manah-, hamö.manah-, hu.manah- etc. There exists also the compound expressing the exact antonym of *friya-manah-: duš-manah- ‘des Denken übel ist, des Denken feindlich ist, feindselig’ (Bartholomae, Air Wb., 753—4). The Modern Persian dušmän which is the development of the Old Iranian compound duš-manah-, as well as the Greek word dúsmenviç ‘feindlich gesinnt, feindselig’ which present a close parallel, later came to mean ‘Feind’; in the same way the Old Iranian compound *friya-manah- ‘freundlich gesinnt’ which developed into limän in Ossetian, came to acquire the meaning ‘Freund’.

*Φλιάνακος Ολβια. See the foregoing.

*Φλίανος Ολβια, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 64: < Old Iranian *friyāna- ~ Avestan fryāna- ‘Name einer gläubigen türischen Familie’ (Vasmer, loc. cit.). It is worth noting that all the three available forms which show the development fri- > fli- com from the same district, viz. Olbia.

Old Iranian fri- > li-.

Λέιμανος Παντικαπαευμ, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 29A, Tanais, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 446; < Old Iranian *friya-manah-.

Λιμάνακος Γόργιππία, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 402: o: limvana-k. Same as the preceding, with the suffix *-ka-.

6.

Old Iranian r before an i has also a twofold development: 1. -l-, 2. -r-.

Old Iranian ri > l.

Φιλάφαρας Τανάις, Κάνινοβίς, Πανας Νο. 364 (175—211 and 220 A. D.). The interpretations hitherto attempted are as follows: in Miller’s view the word is a compound meaning ‘aufhaltend, lèseitigend’; the elements in the compound (Φια and -bapav-) correspond to Ossetian ful ~ Avestan pairi and to Avestan darəna- ‘haltend, tragend’ respectively. Justi tried to explain the word from Avestan pāvra- while Vasmer suggested a possible connection with the Ossetian word fäldar (the correct form is fãdãr) ‘weiter’ (see Vasmer, op. cit., 54). None of these explanations is, however, acceptable.
Vasmer's interpretation is unsatisfactory from the standpoint of semantics, while that of Justi (besides phonetic difficulties) leaves the ending -pavoc unexplained. Miller's solution is open to grave semantic objections, quite apart from the legitimate doubt whether the compound with the sense given by him may be used as a person's name. The meaning of the Avestan word dārana- is not 'haltend, tragend' (as Miller suggests) but 'Befestigung; Aufenthalt; Aufenthaltsort, Wohnsitz, Schlupfwinkel' (Bartholomae, *AirWb* 692—3). True, the corresponding Old Indian word dharana- does mean 'tragend, erhaltend'; but even if one were to assume a similar meaning in Old Iranian, the sense of the compound could at best be only 'erhaltend, aufrechterhaltend'. Thus the solution must be sought on other lines. Phonetically, the name Φαλδάρανός Ἱ: faldaran- may be traced back not only to the form pari-darana- but also to *pari-tara-*. The element -dār in the Ossetian word faldār quoted by Vasmer also goes back to an Old Iranian form *-tara- (see Miller, *Azerbaijanische Wörter*, 356 and Hül schmann, *op. cit.*, 35). This Old Iranian *pari-tara-(na)- may be regarded as having been obtained by suffixation (by means of the comparative suffix *-tara-) from the adverb and preposition *pari ~ Avestan pairi meaning 'vorne; zuvor, früher' and 'um — herum, über-, über — hin'. Similar suffixed forms of adverbs and prepositions are very frequent in the language of the Avesta: an-tara- 'der innere, innen befindlich' (an- = Greek ἀν); aivi-tara- 'außen (um das Land) herum gelegen, fremd' (aivi 'zu, gegen — hin, gegen', etc); apāŋk-tara- 'rückwärts, hinten gelegen' (apāŋk- 'nach hinten, rückwärts gewendet'); fra-tara- 'der räumlich vordere, weiter vorn befindliche' (fra 'vorwärts, voran'); niš-tara- 'der äussere' (niš 'hinaus, weg'); vi-tara- 'der seitlichere; der weitere' (vi 'auseinander, abseits, getrennt von —'); see Bartholomae, *Air Wb* , 132; 90, 87; 79, 82; 979, 974; 1087; 1439, 1435. Thus new words may be formed from nearly every adverb and preposition by means of the comparative suffix *-tara-. The from *pari-tara-,, conjectured on the basis of the name Φαλδάρανός fits well into this series, and probably means 'one in front, first'. Thus, semantically, the name Φαλδάρανός is the exact equivalent of the Alanic name Paria < Old Iranian *parvya- 'erster'. It only remains to remark that the Ossetian word faldār 'weiter' cannot be a development from this conjectured Old Iranian form *pari-tara-, since the regular development in Ossetian would be *fāldār; the first element in faldār — as Miller has pointed out correctly — corresponds to the Avestan word para 'fort, weg, zur Seite', so that the word must be traced back ultimately to the Old Iranian form *para-tara-.

Old Iranian *rī > r.

Παρσανάκος Olbia. In Miller's view, this name is a compound of the words corresponding to Avestan pairi and Old Indian sphāna- 'fett' (see in Vasmer, *op. cit.*, 48). But as Vasmer has already pointed out, the word corres-
ponding to Old Indian *sphāna- is missing from Iranian, so that some other interpretation must be sought for the second part of the name. This element -σαν in the name Παροσπάνακος (οικος is a well-known suffix) may be compared with the Sogdian word *spn o: span. This word occurs in the compound *spnocy-r-spn (F. W. K. Müller, Soghdische Texte I, 40, 42, 43) which appears in the Greek text as οικονόμος. Hence the meaning of the word spnocy must be 'household' while that of spn must be 'manager, administrator'. Thus the compound *par-span-ak < *pari-spana-ka- must have meant approximately 'manager, inspector, administrator of a household'.

7.

We see also a twofold development in the case of the Old Iranian groups of phonemes *-dn- and *-dm-. In Modern Ossetian the corresponding groups of phonemes are usually -on, -om (see Miller, Die, Sprache der Osseten, 20); this, however, is the result of a fairly recent development, because in the Ossetian place-names which survived in the Balkar, etc. territories formerly inhabited by Ossetes we usually find a instead of o; the same position is revealed also by the other Ossetian loan-words in Balkar and Karachay (see recently Abaev, IAN SSSR OON 1935, 890). The names in the inscriptions, too, still preserve largely the group of phonemes -ān-, -ām- where there is the same group in Old Iranian; it is very important to note, however, that we already come across names here which show the correspondence -on-, -om-.

Old Iranian *-ān-, *-ām- > -ān-, -ām-.

'Αλανοί see above: ~ Old Iranian *aryana-; ~ Ossetian iron.
Βάνας Παντικάπαιον, Λατυσέβ, IOSPE II, 29: ~ Old Iranian *bānu-: ~ Ossetian bon 'Tag'.
Ζάράνδος Ταναίς, Κηνιποβις, Ταναίς Νο. 223 (228 A. D.): ~ Ossetian zārond 'alt' (Vasmer, op. cit., 39).
Νάμιγνος Ολβια, Λατυσέβ, IOSPE I, 55: ~ Ossetian nōmgin 'namhaft' (Vasmer, op. cit., 45).
Πιδάνος see above: ~ Ossetian fidon 'väterlich'.
Σάναγος Ολβια, Λατυσέβ, IOSPE I, 75: ~ Saka sāna-, Sogdian s'n, Ossetian son 'Feind' (Harmatta, Ant. Hung. II, 35).
Sangibanus 'Prince of the Alans' Jordanes, Getica, 37: ~ Avestan savha-'Spruch, Gebot, etc.' + bānu- 'Lichtstrahl, Strahl' = 'durch Gebote glänzend' (Vasmer, op. cit., 50): ~ Ossetian bon 'Tag'.
Φιδάνους see above: ~ Ossetian fidon.
Φορήμανος see above: ~ Ossetian iron.
Old Iranian *-ān-, -ām- > -ôn-, -ôm-.

'Apōáuyv Olbia, Latyshev I, 52: according to Justi (op. cit., 39) ~ Ossetian art + mon 'Feuergeist'. This interpretation is rendered unacceptable by the fact that Ossetian does not possess the word mon 'Geist'. The form quoted by Justi is only an etymological abstraction from the words dālimon, dāluimon, etc. given by Miller (op. cit., 35); but these words must probably be divided as dāl-uimon, etc. (On this point see Schmidt, FUF Anz. XVIII 95—6, XIX, 19; Abaev, IAN SSSR OON 1935, 885). Vasmer compares the name with the Avestan word araptamant 'Kläger'; this should have developed however, into the form 'Ap&apujvbo ^. The difficulties disappear, however, if we regard the name 'Ap&apujv as the development of the Old Iranian compound *arta-mana-, the elements of which correspond to the Avestan words arsta- 'Gesetz, Recht, heiliges Recht' and mana- 'Art und Weise' (‘dessen Art und Weise das heilige Recht ist’).


Σωμαχος Tanais, Кинифеч, Tananc No. 333 (beginning of 3rd cent. A. D.). Jacobsohn (KZ LIV, 273) has tried to explain this name from an Old Iranian form *syavamaka-: this interpretation seems, however, unconvincing since we cannot demonstrate the phonetic change -äva- > -ô- from the names in the inscriptions. On the other hand, the word seems to be an exact equivalent of the Avestan name syāmaka- 'Name eines Bergs oder Gebirgs' (Bartholomae, AirWb., 1931). The corresponding form is known also from Old Indian: syāmaka- 'dunkelfarbig' while the form syāma- (without the suffix -ka-) is used also as a proper name. Thus the name Σωμαχος may be regarded as the development of an supposed Old Iranian word syāmaka- 'dunkelfarbig' and may be read as syōmah.

8.

The Old Iranian group of phonemes *-gr- developed also along two different lines: 1. -gr-, 2. -rg-.

Old Iranian *-gr- > -gr-.

'Αρποι 'tribe beside the Maeots' Strabo, XI 2, 11, 'Αγροι Appianus, Mithr. 88: < Old Iranian *agra- ~ Avestan ayra- 'der erste, oberste'. Semantically, this tribal name corresponds exactly to the people's name Πάροι (Strabo XI 9, 3) < Old Iranian *parveya- 'der erste'.

Old Iranian *-gr- > -rg-.

'Ασπουργος Gorgippia, Latyshev, IOSPE IV, 435: see above: < Old Iranian *aspa-ugra-.
Oúργιος Panticapaeum, Latyshev, IOSPE IV, 366, Tanais, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 443: this name, hitherto unexplained, may be also regarded as an equivalent of Old Iranian *ugra- 'stark, kräftig'.

Oúρβαζος Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 64: after the preceding two names this one can be solved almost automatically. Oúρ- < Old Iranian *ugra-, -βαζος ~ Avestan bāzu- 'Arm': thus the whole name corresponds to an Old Iranian compound *ugra-bāzu- 'strong-armed', i. e. a bahuvrīhi-type of compound.

9.

The Old Iranian group of phonemes *vi- also shows a twofold line of development: 1. vi-, 2. i-.

Old Iranian *vi- > vi-.

Βιδάκης Panticapaeum, Latyshev, IOSPE II, 29B: ~ Avestan vid- 'teilhaftig'; probably obtained by suffixation from the short form of a name belonging to the type of Avestan vidat-gav-.

Βισχης Panticapaeum, Latyshev, IOSPE IV, 255: in Vasmer's view, the name may be connected either with the Avestan word vištâ- 'Kämpfer' or is the short form of a name which belongs to the Vištâspa-type. Since, however, the AirWb. does not know of the word vištâ- and, moreover, since in the name Vištâspa- the element vištâ- has never been explained, it seems a likelier explanation that the name Βισχης developed from the Avestan word vista- or the short form of some compound in which this word is a constituent element (as e. g. vistō. fraorostay- 'der das Glaubensbekenntnis kennt').

Old Iranian *vi- > i-.

'Λνσάςαρος Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 65: ~ Avestan visaiti, see above.

10.

A twofold development may be also observed in the case of the Old Iranian group of phonemes *ha-: 1. ha-, 2. a-.

Old Iranian *ha- > ha-.

Χανάκης Panticapaeum: ~ Avestan hana- 'alt' (Vasmer, op. cit., 56).
Old Iranian *ha- > a-


'Arhdhakos, 'Arhdvakos Tanais, Khirovich, Tananc No. 63 (236 and 220 A. D.): ~ Ossetian övdchimag 'der siebente' (Vasmer, op. cit. 32).

11.

The Old Iranian group of phonemes *zš-, too, has two different developments: 1. zš- or zš-, 2. š- or s-.

Old Iranian *zš- > zš-.

'Alézhdodos see above: -zhdodos ~ Avestan zšadra- 'Herrschaft, Reich'.

Djumzhdodos Tanais, Khirovich, Tananc No. 106 (189 A. D.): -zhdodos see above.

Dusmozhdodos Tanais, Khirovich, Tananc No. 261 (220 and 228 A. D.): -zhdodos see above.

Kaivézhdodos Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE I, 54: -zhdodos see above.

Kvnedzhdodos Olbia, Latyshev, IOSPE IV, 17: see the preceding.


Zértzadoz Olbia, IAK 18, 103 No. 4: ~ Old Iranian *zšadra- 'Herrschaft' + ama- 'stark, kräftig' combine to form a compound the meaning of which is 'durch seine Herrschaft kräftig'.

Zóbas Panticapaeum, IAK 10, 41 No. 35. This name, hitherto unexplained, may be regarded as the equivalent of an Old Iranian word *zšaub- 'excitable', a present participle formed with the suffix -a- from the verb zšaub- (~ Avestan zšaob- 'in Aufregung geraten', Bartholomae, AirWb., 542).

Old Iranian zš- > š-.

Σaivafardnès 'King of the Saii' Olbia, Dittenberger, Syll. 2 No. 495. This name was interpreted by Tomaschek (see Justi, op. cit., 279) as a compound consisting of equivalents of the Avestan words šeita- 'Geld, Vermögen' and šarnah- (Old Persian jarnah-) 'Ruhm, Ruhmesg'anz, Herrlichkeit,'
Hoheit, Majestät (see Bartholomae, *AirWb.* 1704, 1870). This explanation is unimpeachable both from the semantic and the phonetic points of view. Hence the name Σαυταφάρνης must be read as Σαίταφάρν and its meaning is 'der durch Vermögen Herrlichkeit besitzt'. The initial phoneme š- in the Avestan word šaēta- goes back to the group of phonemes ẓš- (< *ẓšaiτa-); see Bartholomae, *AirWb.* 1704; Kuiper, ZII VIII, 245.

Σαίοι 'Sarmatian tribe in the district of Olbia'. Olbia, Dittenberger, *loc. cit.* This people's name was compared by Tomaschek, *Thraker* I, 99 with the Avestan word ẓšaγα- 'Herrscher, Fürst, König' (Bartholomae, *AirWb.* 550). This interpretation was, however, called in question by Vasmer (op. cit., 50), on the ground that we find the phoneme š- instead of ẓ- in initial position. Under the influence of Vasmer's arguments I myself rejected Tomaschek's explanation and connected the name Σαίοι with the Avestan word ẓšαιγα- 'ungleichmässig gefärbt, scheckig' (e. g. in the proper name ẓšαυuζδρι-, the real meaning of which is 'des weibliche Zugtiere scheckig sind'; see Bartholomae, *AirWb.* 1569, 1572). In this case this people's name would belong to the same type of names as Turkish bułağ, ala yontlu, etc., meaning 'piebald, having pied horses' (see *Folia Ethnographica* I, 130). Although this interpretation cannot be objected to either on phonetic or on semantic grounds, and is still a possible alternative, we have to point out that Tomaschek's explanation is by no means improbable — in fact, in some respects it seems more likely. Vasmer's objection with regard to the initial phonemes falls to the ground, since in the name of Saitapharnes, King of the Saii, we find precisely the same correspondence of š- to the Old Iranian initial group of phonemes ẓš- (the correctness of the interpretation of the king's name can hardly be doubted). Thus we are justified in comparing the people's name Σαίοι with the Avestan word ẓšaγα- 'Herrscher' as well as its Modern Iranian equivalents, viz. Vakhi šai 'fat, rich' and Sughni šayēn 'khans' (see Morgenstierne, *Indoiranian frontier languages*, II, 541), the phonemic forms of which show a perfect correspondence. Compared with the former explanation, this interpretation of the people's name Σαίοι is rendered more likely by the circumstance that the Saii — judging from the data in the Protogenes-inscription — were probably the leading tribe or ruling class in a tribal federation. In this respect they may be compared with the leading or ruling tribes of other nomadic Iranian tribal federations or nomadic empires, e. g. with the 'royal' Scythians or the 'royal' Sarmatians, etc. whose names expressed precisely their outstanding social position. Among the names of such 'royal' tribes we find e. g. the people's names Ξανδίοι = ẓšαγαντ- 'herrschend' and Πάριοι = pαρεγα- 'erster' (on these various points see Harmatta, *ESIR* II, 29); the name Σαίοι = ẓšaγα- 'Herrscher' fits well into this series. Thus, from the sociological angle, this latter interpretation of the name of the Saii seems preferable to the former.
**CONCLUSIONS**

If we sum up the results of our observations we get the following picture:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O. d. Iranian</th>
<th>Iranian of South Russia</th>
<th>Ossetian</th>
<th>Western</th>
<th>Eastern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ar-y</em></td>
<td>ar-(y) - al - ir - il</td>
<td>īr-</td>
<td>īr-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>au</em></td>
<td>au</td>
<td>ō</td>
<td>ō</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>sp</em></td>
<td>sp</td>
<td>sf</td>
<td>fš</td>
<td>fš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>p</em></td>
<td>p-</td>
<td>f-</td>
<td>f-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fri-</em></td>
<td>flī-</td>
<td>li-</td>
<td>lē-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ri</em></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ān</em></td>
<td>ān</td>
<td>ōn</td>
<td>-on</td>
<td>-on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ām</em></td>
<td>ām</td>
<td>ōm</td>
<td>-om</td>
<td>-om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gr</em></td>
<td>gr</td>
<td>rg</td>
<td>rγ, lγ</td>
<td>rγ, lγ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>vi-</em></td>
<td>vi-</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>φ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ha-</em></td>
<td>ha-(χa-) a-</td>
<td>χa-, a-</td>
<td>χa-, a-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>zś</em></td>
<td>zś</td>
<td>š-</td>
<td>zś</td>
<td>zś</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus the examination of the Pontic Greek inscriptions and the Iranian names preserved in classical sources on South Russia clearly shows that, as early as the first centuries A. D., the language of the Iranian tribes inhabiting the steppes of Eastern Europe was by no means homogeneous. The phonemic
differences appearing in the names amply prove that these tribes spoke several
dialects, obviously corresponding to the nature of their tribal division. This
fact is important to us for several reason. First of all, the picture which we
derive, after examining these names, about the linguistic condition of the
Iranian tribes in South Russia is in entire harmony with the observations
made by us above concerning the language of the Median and Persian tribes.
Secondly, this result enables us to approach the examination of the relationship
between the Finno-Ugrian and the Iranian languages from a new angle: the
realization that there existed several Iranian languages or dialects in South
Russia will make it possible to interpret several phonemic features, hitherto
unexplained, in the Iranian loan-words of the Finno-Ugrian languages.

Naturally, it would be extremely important, both for clearing up the
dialectology of the Iranian languages and the historical background of Finno-
Ugrian and Iranian linguistic connections if we could give a precise ethnical
delimitation to the various Iranian dialects. But this is a very difficult task.
At present most of the names cannot be assigned to any definite tribes nor
do we know how the various phonemic differences crystallize into structural
features which separate the dialects from one another. But the problem is
not insoluble. First of all, we can gather some indications from the names
themselves. Thus, e.g. those dialects which give us the names Πωράδιος
and Φωρίας, in spite of the difference in the development of Old Iranian
initial *p-, are nevertheless united by certain common features since they
show a similar development of the Old Iranian group of phonemes -dr-. The
same development of the Old Iranian group of phonemes -dr- is seen, however,
also in the name Αλέξαρδος < *Αλαξαρδος, so that we may assume its
close connection with the former dialects. Moreover, since in the people’s
name Αλανοι we see the same development of the Old Iranian initial group
of phonemes *ary- as in the name Αλέξαρδος, this word, too, must be included
in this group. Thus we are beginning to see the outlines of a group of
dialects which, on the strength of certain phonemic criteria, is connected
with Ossetian though it is clearly distinguishable from the latter by other
phonemic phenomena. At the same time, there are some Sarmatian dialects
which are fairly distant from either group (cp. e.g. Jazygian Βανάδασςός
and Sirak Αριφάρνης) Besides these phonemic connections arising from the
names themselves, a careful comparison of the geographical distribution of
the names with the historical sources, as well as the examination of the his-
torical and ethnical conditions in the various Greek settlements, a task
recently attempted by Knipovich in his book on Tanais (Танаис. Историко-
археологическое исследование. Москва-Ленинград 1949) — all this will
make possible the ethnical and historical evaluation of the linguistic
differences established in this essay. This much we may safely say, in any
case, that on the ground of phonemic criteria alone one may distinguish at
least four languages or dialects: through the various concatenations of phonemic peculiarities this number will at least be doubled.

The fact that the Iranian tribes of South Russia spoke several languages or dialects, clearly distinguishable from one another, as early as the first centuries A. D., has important consequences in clearing up the linguistic relations between Sarmatians, Alans, and Ossetes. Although this question may be solved only by a close examination of Alanic linguistic remains and the history of Ossetian phonemes, we may confidently state that the simple historical identity of the language of the Sarmatians, Alans, and present-day Ossetes is not a probable proposition, nor is it possible to bring them direct genealogical connection. Since the names hailing from the territory of the Alans as well as of the other Sarmatian tribes point to the existence of several dialects, it is obvious that neither the language of the Sarmatians nor that of the Alans may be simply regarded as being Old Ossetian. Moreover, some of the Sarmatian dialects show certain phonemic peculiarities (e.g. -än > -ön) which are quite recent developments in Ossetian. The same situation prevails also in Alanic. Thus e.g. the name Σαουάνον (Tanais, 225 A. D., Киппенбич, Танайс No. 327) shows already the change from Old Iranian syāva- to the form sau which is characteristic of Ossetian. At the same time, however, we see in this word also the change -än > -ön which is a much later development in Ossetian. Thus this Alanic name from Tanais (ơ: sāyanōn < Old Iranian *syāva-nāna-), together with other names pointing in the same direction, is a clear proof that Ossetian cannot be brought into direct genealogical connection either with Alanic or with Sarmatian if we regard the latter as homogeneous languages.90

---

90 Sent to press in July 1950.
О ЯЗЫКЕ ИРАНСКИХ ПЛЕМЁН В ЮЖНОЙ РОССИИ

(Резюме)

Из обзора новейших исследований, относящихся к положению осетинского языка, почти автоматически вырисовываются проблемы, разрешение которых является необходимым для выяснения восточно-иранских связей названного языка, равно как и для освещения взаимоотношений языков северо-иранской группы. Эти проблемы обнимают следующие темы:

1. Отношение осетинского языка к южно-российским иранским языкам древнего века. Разработка этого вопроса исключительно важна для определения соотношений осетин, аланов, сармат и скифов. Ввиду величины относящегося материала и большого значения, приданного теме исследователями, особого изучения требует:

2. Вопрос множественного числа на -тai в южно-российских иранских языках древнего века. В мнении большинства ученых это является важнейшим доказательством того, что скифский, аланская, сарматский и осетинский языки с одной стороны, а восточно-иранские языки с другой, тесно связаны между собой. Но в то же время возникает вопрос: встречается ли это явление в скифском языке и вообще можно ли применить его качестве важного диалектологического критерия.

3. Требуется выяснение взаимоотношений аланско и осетинского языков. Это может быть осуществлено только после повторной обработки и переоценки письменных памятников аланского языка. Здесь напрашивается необходимость решения:

4. Проблемы заимствований венгерским языком из аланско), так как их важность для определения соотношений аланско и осетинского языков была признана еще Абаем и Шкельдем. Их большое значение с точки зрения диалектологии осетинского языка было подчеркнуто и Шекелем.

5. Вопрос связи между осетинским и восточно-иранским языками. Открытие письменных памятников хорезмийского языка, равно как и работы Геницы, Фрейман и Бейли превратили этот вопрос в центральную проблему осетинской лингвистики.

6. Сравнение иранских элементов осетинской лексики. Вопрос был выдвинут в связи с происхождением осетинского народа, наследием различных иранских племен. Это считается — по исследованиям Maenschken-Helfen — фактом, хотя работы названного ученого в некоторых местах нуждаются в значительных поправках. Но если в отношении этнологии надо считаться с разными слоями, то это должно отразиться и в словарном составе языка. Таким образом, этот вопрос представляет собой одну из интереснейших тем для будущих исследований.

Из вышеупомянутых проблем в статье разрабатывается вопрос взаимоотношений южно-российских иранских языков в древности и их отношения к осетинскому языку.

Если мы рассмотрим иранские собственные имена, сохранившиеся в греческих надписях, найденных в южной России, равно как и сарматские, обнаруженные в записях античных писателей, то становится очевидным, что они часто показывают различное соответствие того же самого иранского звука или звуковой группы, несмотря на то, что они происходят из той же эпохи. Этот факт весьма просто объясняется принадлежностью названных собственных имён к различным наречиям. Из этого следует, что язык южнороссийских иран-
ских (сарматских) племен не был однородным, а подразделялся на особые наречия. Эти диалекты, конечно, ближе были один к другому, чем к любому другому иранскому языку. Самые характерные различия приведены на стр. 54.

Отмеченный факт имеет большое значение во многих отношениях. Во-первых, картина, получающаяся путем изучения собственных имен для обсуждения языковых соотношений иранских племен в Южной России, вполне совпадает с наблюдениями, производимыми в отношении состояния языков мидийских и персидских племен. Во-вторых, на основании этого результата открывается возможность освещения связей уgro-финских и иранских языков, так как образование различий иранских языков, или наречий, будет способствовать выяснению до­­гое непонятных звуковых соответствий, встречающихся в словах, заимствованных угро-финскими языками.

Учитывая обе точки зрения интересно было бы установить этническую принадлежность того или другого иранского наречия или языка. Это является весьма трудной задачей, так как в большинстве случаев неизвестно, к каким языкам принадлежат отдельные собственные имена и как группируются звуковые особенности по отдельным наречиям. Но несмотря на значительные трудности, вопрос разрешения этой проблемы не был поделен. Прежде всего, собственные имена сами представляют некоторые отправные пункты, способствующие решению. Например те наречия, из которых произошли имена Πούρθαϊος и Φούρτας, вопреки различным, приводящимся в начале древнеиранского звука *r-, в некотором отношении имеют общие черты, связывающие их между собой, так как древнеиранская группа звуков -ρη- отражается в них одинаково. Но имена Αλέαρθος < 'Αλάρθος показывают то же самое соответствие, поэтому его генеалогия с вышеприведенными именами является весьма вероятной. В виду того, что развитие древнеиранских звуков *ary- в начале названия народа 'Αλάρθος привело к тому же результату, как и в случае собственного имени Αλέαρθος, то принадлежность этого названия к той же самой группе имен не подлежит сомнению. Из этих характерных черт вырисовываются перед нами контуры группы диалектов, которые на основании некоторых звуковых явлений примыкают к осетинскому языку, отстоящему от него в ряде других соответствий. В то же время встречаются и явления, которые резко отличаются, как от осетинского языка, так и от названной группы имен (см. языковое Бανάδαспος и сирокское 'Αρφάρνης). Помимо этого, установление территориального распределения географических названий и сравнение их с историческими источниками, равно как и обработка исторических и этнических данных отдельных греческих поселений, в роде недавно опубликованной монографии Книповича (Танаис. Историко-археологическое исследование. Москва-Ленинград 1949 г.) дадут нам возможность для исторической и этнической фиксации языковых различий.

Из составленного нами материала видно, что на основании лишь одного звукового критерия можно различить, по крайней мере, четыре языка или диалекта, но разные сочетания звуковых явлений по меньшей мере удваивают это число.

Обстоятельство, что иранские племена, проживавшие в первых веках нашей эры в степной зоне Восточной Европы, разделялись между собой в отношении особенностей языкового или диалектического характера, оказывается важным и для выяснения языковых соотношений аланов, сармат и осетин. Хотя эти соотношения могут быть выявлены в окончательном виде только с учетом аланских письменных памятников, равно как и с применением данных из истории осетинского языка, но теперь уже является неоспоримым то факт, что языки аланов, сармат и осетин с исторической точки зрения не были идентичны и осетинский язык не может быть рассмотреваем, как непосредственный преемник языков аланов и сармат. Собственные имена, происходящие из территории населенной аланскими и другими сарматскими племенами, показывают различия, которые могут быть объяснены только существованием нескольких наречий, вследствие чего языки аланов и сармат не могут быть идентифицированы с древнеосетинским языком. В то же время в сарматских именах видны...
следы звуковых собственности (например -иู > -он), которые только в последнее время появились в осетинском языке. То же самое относится и к аланскому языку. Например, аланское имя Саун (Танис, с 225 г. н. э., см. Киппова ук. соч. № 327) отражает древнеиранское syāva- своим началом (сау-), характерным для осетинского языка. По вместе с тем в нем заметен и результат развития -и > он, которое произошло только недавно в осетинском языке. Это имя (аланское sauran < древнеир. *syavanā-) наряду с собственными именами, показывающими подобные явления, вполне доказывает, что язык осетин не может быть идентифицирован целиком ни с языком аланов, ни с языком сармат.
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